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Lexical Innovation, Polysemy and the Lexicon
Robyn Carston
University College London
Speakers can use an existing word to express a new ad hoc sense of the word or to coin a new
word, and hearers are usually able to grasp the new sense or word by virtue of their inferential
pragmatic capacities. Such new senses or words, related to existing senses or words, may be
transient innovations or may become conventional and established as components of the
lexicon. Taking an interdisciplinary perspective (linguistics, philosophy, psychology), I will argue
that (a) such pragmatically-based sense conventions are the essence of the phenomenon of
polysemy, and (b) a full account of (cross-categorial) polysemy requires splitting the lexicon into
two complementary kinds: a communicational lexicon and a linguistic lexicon.

A Little Taste of Heaven:
Metaphor in Bodily Experience
Raymond W. Gibbs, Jr.
University of California, Santa Cruz
A common belief in metaphor scholarship is that many metaphorical concepts and verbal
metaphors express mappings of bodily-based source domains onto a usually, but not always,
more abstract target domains. A classic instance of this is seen in the conceptual metaphor LIFE
IS A JOURNEY where our bodily, image-schematic knowledge of JOURNEY is mapped onto the
target domain of LIFE, a process that gives rise to various metaphorical meanings or entailments
regarding our understanding of LIFE. A key assumption of this view is that source domains are,
once again, often embodied and that metaphor arises only via the mapping process. My aim in
this talk is to explore the possibility that many source domains arising from bodily experience
may themselves be inherently metaphorical. I will present a variety of examples from bodily
experience which are likely understood in symbolic and metaphorical terms. Following this, I
shall discuss some of the methodological challenges associated with further empirical study of
  
                      
implications of this claim for contemporary theories of metaphorical thought, language, and
expressive action.

 


Theme sessions

Exploring ways of improving first and/or second/foreign
language skills
in typically and non-typically developing children
Coordinator
Georgia Andreou
University of Thessaly
andreou@sed.uth.gr

The session comprises four presentations which concern research
conducted in groups of either typically or non-typically developing
children, all of which aim at providing suggestions on how to improve first
and/or second/foreign language skills in those groups. More specifically,
the groups included are typically developing immigrant- refugee children in
intercultural schools, typically developing children learning English as a
foreign language, children with learning disabilities learning English as a
foreign language and monolingual and bilingual children with
Developmental Language Disorder. The significance of the thematic session
lies in that it does not only present research findings but it goes further on
to suggest ways of enhancing language development and language abilities
in the above mentioned groups, after research conducted or interventions
made in the above mentioned groups.

Increasing Greek vocabulary knowledge of immigrant-refugee
children through an intervention program

Evgenia Magoula
Kapodistrian University of
Athens
magoula.ptde@gmail.com

Kiriaki Rothou
Hellenic Open University
kyriakirothou@gmail.com

Research has demonstrated that children who have poor vocabulary
skills are at risk for poor academic achievement and wider reading
comprehension difficulties (Beck & McKeown 2007). Research has
also shown that there are profound differences in vocabulary
knowledge between monolingual and bilingual children (Grant,
Gottardo, & Geva 2011). Based on the above, the present study
explores the effect of a vocabulary intervention program in the Greek
language of immigrant-refugee children attending grade B. The
sample consisted of three groups of children: a) 25 children attending
an intercultural school in the metropolitan area of Athens b) 25
native Greek children and c) a control group of 25 children attending
an intercultural school. The first two groups received the vocabulary
intervention program while the third did not. Receptive vocabulary
[(PPVT), Simos, Sideridis, Protopapas & Mouzaki 2011] and
expressive vocabulary (Vogindroukas, Protopapas & Sideridis 2009)
measures were administered to the participants of each group before
the intervention, so as to make sure that students within the groups
were about the same level in terms of receptive and expressive
vocabulary knowledge.
The vocabulary intervention program included instruction of 20
verbs, 20 nouns and 10 adjectives. The words taught were selected
from the books of grade B, of the subjects Glossa and Meleti
Perivalontos. The frequency of the words in the books mentioned
and their polysemy were used as selection criteria for inclusion in the
    
         
included in the intervention program was measured before and after
     intervention consisted of 3 sessions per week
during which the children were taught 2 words per hour. The overall
duration of the program was 10 weeks and it focused on the
following aspects of word knowledge: phonology, semantics and
spelling. The results indicated an improvement in the vocabulary
knowledge of the groups which received intervention and especially
on the part of immigrant-refugee children whose vocabulary
appeared significantly enhanced after the intervention program. The
findings suggest that intervention focused on a specific area of

language deficit can be a dynamic tool for increasing linguistic skills in
that area.
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Language variety and the EFL Classroom: The Case of online
translanguaging practices on Facebook

Christopher Lees
Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
ch.lees.yahoo.gr

The need for current teaching practices to expose learners to the
varieties of language used in real communication settings has been well
documented (Bieswanger 2008; Cope & Kalantzis 2004; Gee 2004;
Stamou et al. 2016; Street 1993), despite the observation that in many
countries, the principle focus of teaching material used in schools
continues to centre around grammaticality (Bella 2012: 2), especially of
the standard variety. Moreover, the rapid development of technology
has meant that many new forms of literacy and language practices have
emerged (Koutsogiannis 2011). As participants in online communication,
young people come into contact and engage with various languages and
varieties of language use that are not taught in traditional language
classes, thus creating a mismatch between the type of language taught
in school and that used in an out-of-school setting (Koutsogiannis 2009;
Stamou et al. 2016), such as through the use of social media at home.
Translanguaging practices the creative use of the linguistic repertoires
young people possess to communicate (Tsokalidou 2015; Tsokaliou &
Koutoulis 2015) online are a good example of this. This paper examines
the extent to which online communication and translanguaging is
present in existing EFL teaching material used in Greek secondary
schools. Subsequently, by looking at ways in which fifteen Greek
secondary school pupils engage in Greek-English translanguaging
practices to perform a variety of communicative and social functions,
such as language play and describing experiences, it proposes a variety
                 
variety. The activities are based on authentic translanguaging practices
on Facebook and learners are encouraged to research examples from
their own personal online communication, thus placing the learners
themselves at the centre of the learning experience (see Jones 2007;
Koutsogiannis 2012). Finally, the results of the piloted teaching material
in two secondary education establishments will be presented and
discussed.
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Derivational morphology in monolingual and bilingual children with
Developmental Language Disorder (DLD)
Margarita Pouli
Aristotle University of
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Inverstigations into the linguistic abilities of bilingual children with
Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) revealed contrasting results with
respect to the bilingualism effect on the language development of these
children (Paradis 2016; Restrepo et. al. 2013, among others). Previous
research on derivational morphology in DLD in English indicated that
derivatioanl suffixes were not omitted (Marshall & van der Lely 2007)
while work in Greek showed problems with compounds and diminutives
(Dalalakis 1997).
The present study aims to explore the derivational morphology
abilities of bilignual children with DLD (BI-DLD) and to investigate
whether bilingualism affects them by comparing BI-DLD to a group of
monolingual children with DLD (MONO-DLD). In addition, the
intervention implications of this study are spelt out. The sample consisted
of 10 BI-DLD with Greek as L2 and Albanian, Bulgarian, Russian or
Georgian as L1 and 10 Mono-DLD children matched to the BI-DLD on
chronological age, sex and the age of first exposure to Greek. In addition,
20 typically developing bilingual children (BI-TD) (matched on
chronological age with the bilingual children with DLD and 6 younger
typically developing monolingual children (MONO-TD) matched to the BIDLD group on language age also participated. An elicited production
derivational morphology task was employed. The experimental materials
comprised Deverbal Nouns (DV-N), e.g. klef-tis (thief), Denominal
Nouns (DN-N), e.g. kleid-aras (locksmith), Deverbal Adjectives (DV-Adj),
e.g. pothi-tos (desirable), and Denominal Adjectives (DN-Adj), e.g. ksylinos (wooden). In total there were 90 experimental items. The two major
categories (Deverbal vs. Denominal) were matched for frequency, length,
number of syllables and gender of the derivatives.
The results showed that the performance of the BI-DLD group was
lower than that of the other three groups while the performance of
MONO-DLD did not significantly differ from the performance of TD
children. Further analysis revealed a significant familiarity effect as all
children performed lower in derived words with low frequency in child
language. We investigated the overgeneralization patterns produced by
participants and found that particular suffixes were overused by all
groups indicating similar trends. While these findings indicate certain
limitations in the acquisition of derivational morphology, they strongly
indicate preserved rule-based grammar abilities for these individuals.
In sum, while the findings of the present study revealed a weakness on
the part of bilingual children with DLD in the acquisition of derivational

morphology in Greek as L2, at the same time they showed a robust rule
application pattern (increased suffix overgeneralization rates). We argue
that these findings have specific implications for designing an intervention
program targeting the development of grammatical abilities of children
with DLD and present a pilot therapeutic application of the proposed
program.
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Cross-linguistic skills transfer from the second/foreign language to the
first among students with learning disabilities after an intervention
program in the second language
Georgia Andreou
University of Thessaly
andreou@sed.uth.gr
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Sotiria Tzivinikou
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International research has repeatedly supported a cross-linguistic skills
transfer from the first language (L1) to the second / foreign (L2) and its
impact on L2 learning (Andreou & Segklia 2017; Andreou, Tsela &
Anastasiou 2018). However, there are few studies that have documented
the reverse transfer that is from L2 to L1. The Cognitive-Retroactive
Transfer hypothesis (CRT) claims that such a transfer exists and that when
an intervention program for the improvement of specific linguistic skills in
L2 is applied in children with learning disabilities there is an improvement
of the same skills in their L1 as well (Abu-Rabia & Bluestein-Danon 2012;
Abu-Rabia, Shakkour & Siegel 2013). Based on the bibliographic gap that
exists in this area, this research aims to investigate whether there is an
improvement in the spelling of both L1 (Greek) and L2 (English) after an
intervention in L2 in students with learning disabilities. The sample
consisted of 35 high school students with learning disabilities (mean age
13.6) who had received a diagnosis from a public Center of Differential
Diagnosis, Diagnosis and Support of Special Educational Needs (KEDDY).
The students were divided into two groups, an experimental group and a
control group. For both groups L1 was Greek and L2 was English. The first
group received a five month intervention in spelling in English (L2) whereas
the control group did not. Tests that assessed spelling knowledge in both
languages were administered to both the experimental and control
groups two weeks before and two weeks after the intervention.
The results of the experimental group showed that after the
intervention there was an improvement in their L2 spelling but there was
no statistically significant difference in their performance concerning their
L1 spelling. These findings are in line with the results of other studies which
claim that there is a transfer of linguistic skills, such as decoding for
example, from L2 to L1 but spelling skills of one language cannot be
transferred to another, especially when there is a difference in the
orthographic depth of the two languages (Abu-Rabia 1997; Abu Rabia
2001; Abu-Rabia & Shakkour 2014).
The results of the control group showed that there was no

improvement in th   %  #     
since they had not received any intervention in their L2, English. However,
a little improvement was observed in their L1 spelling. This finding can be
attributed to the cognitive development of the participants (Abu-Rabia &
Shakkour 2014) since their cognitive skills improve as they grow older and
as a consequence their linguistic skills become better as well (Abu-Rabia,
Shakkour & Siegel 2013). Overall, our findings point towards the need for
further investigation of cross-linguistic skills transfer from L2 to L1 in order
to elucidate which specific skills are transferred and for which reason, so as
to design intervention programs which will improve both L1 and L2 skills in
typically and non- typically developing children.
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Aspects of Metaphor
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The almost forty years that have intervened from the publication of Lakoff
{  ~?*'Metaphors We Live by, by which Conceptual Metaphor
Theory was founded, were a period of time necessary to elaborate on the
conceptual nature of metaphor. However, this period of time proved to be
a fertile one during which a many-sided dialog developed, that profiled
metaphor as a highly dynamic, flexible and multifaceted mechanism:
metaphor is conceptual, linguistic and discursive, semantic and pragmatic,
universal and language-specific, subjective, intersubjective and social. The
theme session aims at highlighting aspects of metaphor in the light of upto-date theoretical and empirical discussions.
More specifically, Herbert Colston highlights the interactional flexibility
and complexity of metaphor when embedded in constructions and in
language genres an approach that transcends a point of view that
confines itself to the representation of conceptual mappings. Angeliki
Athanasiadou examines the interplay of conceptual mechanisms in the
         #   
 
of political discourse, she focuses on the factors that operate when
metaphors form clusters and explores their function in order to unveil the
synergy of cognition, language and culture in creating ideological
    < "     one
of the main arguments of Conceptual Metaphor Theory on the conceptual
nature of metaphor: its non-linguistic instantiations. She examines nonlinguistic and multimodal instantiations of the metaphor THOUGHT IS A PATH
as they are manifested in a narrative video installation of contemporary art
to show the interweaving of the embodied, the cultural and the ideological
through the involvement of the participants in this multimodal installation.
Finally, Maria Theodoropoulou, Giorgos Paterakis and Angelos Loukas
discuss the metaphor FOOTBALL TEAM IS FAMILY in a corpus-based study of
football metaphorical language. They explore how this metaphorical
construal constructs a kind of collective identity that is different from the
kind of collective identity constructed by other linguistic means.
Looking Both Inside and Outside of Metaphor:
What Metaphors Contain and What Contains Metaphors Greatly Impacts
their Pragmatic Effects

Herbert L. Colston
University of Alberta, Canada
colston@ualberta.ca

How metaphors are comprehended and the pragmatic effects they bring
along as baggage have long been of interest in metaphor studies (Gibbs
2017). Attending to the myriad of constructions in which metaphors can be
placed has also greatly advanced our understanding of how metaphors
workborrowing in part ideas from frame semantics and cognitive
grammar (Sullivan 2013). How metaphors operating in mediums outside of
language has also been an interest of late, as have new insights into
embodied simulations and their role in metaphor production and
comprehension (Bergen 2012; Cienki & Muller 2008; Forceville & UriosAparisi 2009). But these explorations of metaphor outside of language and
in the body has left one bit of linguistic metaphorical functioning standing
unattended. As complex or even simple multiword phrases, metaphors
can have a lot going on inside them beyond the necessitated source-totarget domain correspondences they afford. Metaphors can also be
embedded in an infinite array of constructions, as mentioned. But they can
also be further embedded, along with those constructions, into a wide
array of language genres. These genres can also bring their own
idiosyncratic influences on metaphor comprehension and pragmatic effect
performance. Moreover, the target domain content itself that metaphors

invoke can add to this complex mixture bringing along influences of its
own. The talk will present a tour of just some of the immense fractalesque
complexity invoked when we begin to look at the number and variability of
interactions among metaphorical-internal components, the metaphors
themselves, the constructions that metaphors are given, the target domain
content triggered by the metaphor and the language genres in which
metaphorical constructions are embedded.
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Metaphor clusters in cultural contexts
Angeliki Athanasiadou
Aristotle University of
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Systematic metaphorical conceptualizations are reflected in systematic
metaphorical uses in language. In the flow of discourse context, conceptual
metaphors are not isolated; they are frequently supported by and blend
with other figures as well, such as metonymy, irony, hyperbole,
understatement. Figures, as is known, tend to occur in clusters with other,
often quite different, types of figures. This presentation focuses, however,
on clusters of metaphors, i.e. on the creative blending of connected
  #               
ideas and beliefs. It is argued that the interplay of metaphors may vary
depending on the co-occurrence of metaphors in clusters but also on the
type and the quality of their mappings.
The presentation also aims to unveil the function of such clusters;
they seem to work in multiple ways: they shift focus of attention, they
disorient        #   #        
facets of meaning making.
The issues above will be exemplified by instances of a particular
cultural genre, that of political discourse concerning the target concept of
_    |           Z     
manipulated and its orientation appears even to be reversed by figurative
            #       # 
           #            
          
from Greek corpora will be provided to highlight the contribution of
clusters of metaphors. The presentation will attempt to uncover the
cognitive, linguistic and cultural forces employed by speakers consciously
or unconsciously in order to create particular ideological perspectives.
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Multimodal Metaphor and Discourse:
The interweaving of the Embodied, the Cultural, and the Ideological
Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) has inspired all
kinds of metaphor research, but according to critics it has only focused on
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the conceptual basis of metaphor and neglected, especially in the
beginning, the study of metaphor instantiations and the context in which
they occur. This critique has led researchers first to the study of linguistic
metaphors (Yu 1998; Christidis 2002) and later of non-linguistic and
multimodal ones (Forceville 1994, 2017), taking into account their
semantic-pragmatic relations in discourse (Cameron & Deigman 2006;
Charteris-Black 2014; Musolff 2016). The presentation combines
theoretical viewpoints and tools of the aforementioned researchers, and
discusses the motivation, the production and the interpretation of a
multimodal metaphor. This metaphor has been constructed in a narrative
video installation of contemporary art, showing the importance of body,
culture, ideology, and the specific genre of discourse for the construal and
interpretation of metaphor.
We examine the instantiations of the conceptual metaphor THOUGHT IS
A PATH which in the particular context creates the more specific metaphor
THE THOUGHT SEARCHING FOR POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO DILEMMAS IS A HARD GOING PATH IN
A LABYRINTH.

The artist uses the interaction between different modes (e.g.
language, (moving) image, motion in a construction) for the creation of
complex metaphorical embodied, cultural, and ideological meaning. In this
way the audience gets into contact with the current global sociopolitical
issues not only mentally, but in a sensorimotor and emotional manner as
well.
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FOOTBALL TEAM IS FAMILY
Metaphor and the construction of collective identity
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      fueled a number
of studies that were based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff &
Johnson 1980, 1999) to explore the connection between metaphor and the
language of football (e.g. Raffaelli & Katunar 2017; Lewandowski 2012;
Nordin 2008). These studies, typically corpus-based ones, charted not only
metaphors with an inter-linguistic occurrence but also language-specific
ones, attempting sometimes to interpret the different kinds of construal as
they are codified in the metaphors of diverse languages.
This presentation forms part of a broader research which aims at
exploring the language of football. It continues a former one
(Theodoropoulou, Loukas & Paterakis 2019) in which we examined the
widely studied metaphor FOOTBALL IS WAR, through which the relationship
bet VS.    \   #
i.e. on in-group relations, exploring the metaphor FOOTBALL TEAM IS FAMILY
            
the fans and the football clubs.      ~%''*  
                       
between the source and the target domains in this kind of metaphors, but
                  which is
our case as well. Our study is a corpus-based one with data from the

formal announcements of six (and most important) Greek football clubs,
the statements of their football players in the media, as well as data from
their fans web pages. Although the subgroups are differentiated with
regard to the elements of the FAMILY frame they use, our main question is:
why do we have this metaphor in addition to other linguistic non
metaphorical means (e.g. We, our team) by which collectivity is
constructed (Pavlidou 2014)? In other words, what is it that metaphor
attributes to an already constructed collectivity? We argue that it is the
differentiating elements of the source domain FAMILY (among other core
members of the same metaphor family) that are used to construct a kind
of strong and indissoluble collectivity.
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The grammar of counting, measuring, partitioning and
distributing in Greek and beyond

Coordinator
Dimitris Michelioudakis
Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
dmichel@ece.auth.gr

The goal of the session is to highlight the theoretical implications of a set of
phenomena at the syntax-semantics interface, which have not been
addressed adequately as far as Greek is concerned, while even crosslinguistically systematic research on the respective constructions has only
just started (cf. Rothstein 2016). Each of the individual constructions,
namely constructions of counting, measuring, partitioning and
distributivity, often appears to have the same surface syntax as other
constructions of this broad type, or even constructions beyond that area
(e.g. adjectival modification and the syntax of determiners in general). A
core question is then whether the(ir) syntax obscures finer semantic
constrasts and distinctions or whether instead such differences are
reflected in deeper syntactic differences that can be uncovered once one
studies the distribution of such expressions in more detail.
\   # `               
largely common distribution of cardinal numerals and percentages, despite
the well-known differences in their mathematical interpretation and
therefore the logical structure of the expressions they appear in.
Nevertheless, they also spot crucial differences and explore how a unitary
account can still account for them. Likewise, Makri investigates how casemarking on standards of comparison in comparative constructions,
especially the ones containing measure phrases, correlates with the
semantic type and the interpretation (degree vs. entity) of the noun phrase
that is being compared. Tsoulas examines the quantificational elements
kati and tipota in their function qua determiners and explores unexpected
plural agreement patterns and the role of (positive/negative) polarity.
Lechner            #  
may also co-occur with cardinal numerals (and give rise to contrasts such
 º± ² £ »  º² ± £ »   
 
formal analysis capturing the systematic ambiguity of such expressions or
lexicalization patterns cross-linguistically. Finally, Michelioudakis explores
       º Í>- Í»#   
its syntax he questions its (apparently) nominal nature and is concerned
with syntactic peculiarities and mismatches (e.g. number mismatches, the
co-occurrence of clitics with PPs etc.) which are not to be found outside
distributive constructions, as well as potential correlations with
Aktionsart/event structure.

Greek percentages at the syntax-semantics interface

Giorgos Spathas
Leibniz-ZAS
spathas@leibniz-zas.de

Artemis Alexiadou
Î Ï   Ð
Berlin
artemis@leibniz-zas.de

Work on the syntax and semantics of the expression of counting and
measuring in natural languages has mainly focused on the behavior of
cardinal numerals, like /852, Z[X, *Y;X>4 \/80*, etc. With very few
exceptions (namely, approximatives like Z*;]Z*2, ^4+4]Z*2, etc. and
ordinals like \_=0X2, Z*[0*_X2, etc.), numerical expressions other than
cardinal numerals have received very little attention. This talk focuses on
the behavior of constituents expressing percentages like Z/;5 0X42 *;50`,
0_4]805 0X42 *;50`, etc. We provide a first characterization of the
distribution of percentages in Greek, in comparison to that of cardinal
numerals and measure phrases (like Z[X ;4+], 0_Y5 *;50X>0], etc.).
Although percentages can obviously not be equated semantically to
cardinal numerals, they appear to have a very similar distribution. They can
appear in mathematical statements as arguments of predicates that

require numerals to denote some primitive abstract object (numbers), as in
(1).
(1) a. * ª$" ±¢ .
b. *   1 $"   1 ±¢    1.
Like cardinals, they can appear in partitive constructions, as in (2) and
simple counting constructions, as in (3). In both cases the percentage
specifies a proportion of two cardinalities; the proportion of students we
hired to the total number of students in (2b) and the proportion of
students we hired to the total number of people we hired in (3b).
(2)
a¡ ±¶¤¢" ª©´¥®©
b¡ ±¶¤¢"   1 ª©´¥®©
(3)
a¡ ±¶¤¢" ´¥®©
b¡ ±¶¤¢"   1 ´¥®©
Ñn partitives and pseudo-partitives with mass nouns, as in (4) and (5),
however, percentages have the same distribution as Measure Phrases (like,
e.g., 0_4]805 ;4+]), not as numerals inside Measure Phrases, as shown in
(4c). The same is true with modified gradable adjectives, both in their
positive and their comparative form, as in (6) and (7).
(4)
aÒ¤¢" "  «
bÒ¤¢"   1  «
c.* Ò¤¢"   1 "  «
(5)
a·±¢ ®¨¢" "  «
b·±¢ ®¨¢"   1  «
cÔ·±¢ ®¨¢"   1 "  «
(6)
aÇ¸±¥©¢«
 ¹¥©
b¼ ¢«2   1 ¨£
(7)
aÇ¸±¥©¢«  " ¹¥¢ ©À«¥
bÇ¸±¥©¢«   1 ¹¥¢ ©À«¥
We develop a unified account of (2)-(7) according to which percentages (a)
always denote relative measures, cardinality being only a possible
dimension of measurement among others, and (b) are syntactically
appositive modifiers. This leaves cases like (1) as distinct uses where
percentages denote abstract objects (numbers), an ambiguity familiar
already from cardinal numerals (see, e.g., Rothstein 2016).
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On the semantics of different
The predicate different is three ways ambiguous between a
deictic/external reading ((1)), a Q-bound/internal interpretation ((2)) and
reciprocal and plural dependent construals ((3); Carlson 1987; Moltmann
1992; Beck 2000; Barker 2007; Alrenga 2009; Brasovaenu 2011;
Charnavel 2015; i.a.).
(1) a. John read a different book.
        
c. x y[book(x) that_book(y) read(x)(j) read(y)(j) x =/ y]
(2) a. Every child read a different book.
<  child read a book that was different from the book that every other
child 
c. x y[child(x)
child(y) x =/ y
z[book(z)
read(z)(x)] =/
Ã ~ read(z)(y)]]
(3) a. John read different books.
          
c. x y[x p *book y p *book read(x)(j) read(y)(j) x =/ y]

In German, this ambiguity is standardly assumed to be partially resolved
by two morphologial exponents, anders and verschieden (Beck 2000;
Heim 1985). The present talk pursues four goals. First, evidence will be
presented for the existence of a third manifestation of different in
German, viz. unterschiedlich. Second, I propose a new semantics for Qbound different that employs Skolem functions over the output of
variable assignments in the analysis of the quantificational dependency
effect. Third, the semantics of different will be argued to include
abstraction over silent measure functions (see also Alrenga 2009; Meier
2010). Finally, the plurality restriction on Q-bound readings illustrated in
(4) (Moltmann 1992, 446; Brasoveanu 2011; Bumford and Barker 2013)
will be derived from the assumption that plurality is the morphological
reflex of an underlyingly binary predicate undergoing a change to a
unary cumulative predicate (Hackl 2002).
(4) a. The boys read different bookPl. (܂reciprocal)
b. The boys read a different bookSg. (܆reciprocal)
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Phrasal standards and the types of DPs
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There has been a long-standing debate on whether degrees are a basic
semantic type, and if so, whether degree readings of DPs are basic or
derived through some type shifting operator from their individual
interpretation. This paper, using novel data from case marking of DPs in
phrasal (as opposed to clausal) standard phrases in Greek, shows that
semi-lexical nouns may receive either a degree or an entity interpretation
whereas other nouns have an entity interpretation as basic and their
degree readings are derived by X(2014)Meas-Op.
Case agreement patterns show that bare number phrases in the
complement of the phrasal standard marker apo ~ #  
function as predicates: In (1-b), the bare nominal in the standard phrase is
obligatorily marked in nominative, agreeing with the null subject of the
verb, similar to the adjectival standard phrase in (1-a). As predicted by
X (2014) theory, the nominal (father) is associated with a context
dependent scale: in case of (1-b) it is a scale of amicable behaviour and
support whereas in (1-c) a scale of controlling behaviour. In (1-a), the
contextual standard of the positive adjective functions as the standard of
comparison. The behaviour of AdjPs and bare nominals contrasts with full
DPs (2), where a 3-place comparative operator directly combining with
individuals (instead of degrees) is employed.
(1) a. «²¢   ÃAdjP]

b. ª´® ¥¢²¢ ® ©Ãbare NP] (Cheila-Markopoulou
1986)
c. ¢®¬¨¢ª¥ ¢  ® ©
(2) «¶ ²¢ ©¸¦ ¬ZÔ ¸¦ ¬©

But what happens with bare number phrases, a subset of which are
measure phrases, i.e. bare number phrases with semi-lexical nouns (e.g.
kilo, ton). X (2014) theory predicts that all nominals have a basic
individual reading from which the degree interpretation is derived, hence
we would expect measure phrases and other bare number phrases to have
the same    Ú   #
 #Ú  {| ~%'
analysis predicts that number in Greek is the argumentising head hence
we would expect all bare number phrases to patern with (2). However,
neither prediction is borne out: even though all bare number phrases can
appear in accusative in a pseudopartitive construction (3-c), (3-d), only
measure phrases with semi    ©   
appear in nominative (3-a).
(3) a.  ²· ª Û ±¥¢  ª« £ ¢ ¢    Z
ª©
b.  ²·ªÛ ±¥¢ª«£¢ ¢ Ô±Z
±ª©
c.  ²·ªÛ ±¥¢ª«·²¬·¢¢ ¢ ÔZ
ª©
d.  ²· ª Û ±¥¢  ª« ·²¬·¢ ¢ ¢   5 ÔZ
±ª©
The different status of nominative and accusative standards is also evident
from the distribution and meaning of number phrases in amount
comparatives: in (4), only the accusative DP can be referential, and the
nominative degree/measure-denoting. The nominative version of (4) may
answer only (5-a) whereas the accusative only (5-b).
(Ò  ¢ ¢   ®© ¢Û®©Z ® ¢Û®
(5) a. Û¸±¥© £ ¢Ê
b.Û¢±ª©¢Û®ª©Û®© £ ¢Ê
As for the degree or individual interpretation of nominals, the data above
falsifies Snyder & "  (2015) theory according to which measure
phrases receive only a degree reading whereas atomizers and container
nouns can have both. X (2014) Meas-Op seems necessary to derive
readings in (1-b)-(1-c), whereas "   (2009) proposal where the
degree reading of nominals is the basic one and the individual derived
from it seems to capture better the distribution of measure phrases.
Finally, we can maintain Alexopoulou et  (2013) of Number as the
argumentising head in Greek if we allow for numerals to merge in two
different positions: as attributive adjectives below number or above
number argumentising the NP.
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Indefiniteness, Plurality, Polarity
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Within the determiner system of Greek the existential determiner Kati
(some-PL), and the negative existential Tipota (nothing/anything-PL) stand
out for a combination of reasons. First, they combine only with plurals.
Second, unlike all other determiners in the language they show no
1
agreement in } features and case with the head noun. Third, they have a
homophonous nominal counterpart. Interestingly, these nominal
counterparts of the plural determiners are both neuter singular. That the
homophony, however is not accidental is shown by the fact that kati and
tipota qua determiners inherit from kati and tipota qua nouns their
sensitivity to the licensing environment. Thus Kati NP-PL is a positive
polarity element while tipota NP-PL is a negative polarity one. Also, they
inherit from their nominal version their positive/negative polarity
sensitivity. While specifically tipota as a negative polarity item has been
studied extensively the combination of properties listed above has never,
to my knowledge, been the object of any formal study.
In the first part of the paper we establish the categorial status of the
Kati/Tipota as determiners and compare them to their version as nouns.
The claim that we will investigate is that the combination of properties
mentioned above (and some further ones) can be accounted for on the
basis of the idea that Kati/Tipota are not simple but complex determiners
(cf. Leu 2015) and that the parts that make them up map directly to those
properties. Assuming that the distributional and basic semantic properties
can follow from a decomposition involving the indeterminate pronoun ti
and the K morpheme common to a series of indefinites and, on the other
hand, the corresponding -p- morpheme in the case of tipota, the plurality
requirement is still puzzling because there is nothing in the morphology of
these determiners to suggest that they are plural. On the contrary, in fact,
the morphology would suggest that they are singular. The final part of the
paper will be devoted to the derivation of the plural property building on
work that takes the plural to be semantically unmarked.
1

The determiner Katholou (none at all) also shows no agreement in } features.
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This paper deals with the syntactic status and some previously unnoticed
             ~>   Í > th-
in Greek (cf. Beghelli 1997; Beghelli & Stowell 1997 on floated each). I
build on some preliminary observations and hypotheses in
Michelioudakis (2012) and sketch the syntactic preconditions of an
analysis that should eventually also yield/be compatible with a
compositional semantics for the construction.
The construction is illustrated by examples such as the following:
(1) aÜ¬ ¹¢®¶¶«®©
bÜ¬ ¹®¶¶«®©
(2) a!®¢®±  ®Zª¢©
bª©®¢®±  ®
One question to be addressed is which types of nominal expression
are allowed to be distributors. Manzini & Savoia (2004) spot the
following contrast, suggesting that accusative clitics cannot be
distributors (cf. also Beghelli & Stowell 1997):
(3) Loro hanno visto un uomo ciascuno (Italian)

They have seen a man each.
(4) *Un uomo li ha visti ciascuno
A man them-has seen each.

In Greek, the exact equivalent of (4) is also ungrammatical (5) but the
ordering in (6) seems to be able to restore grammaticality. This seems to
suggest that adjacency between the two parts of the distributive relation
is a requirement in Greek (but also in Italian, N. Grillo, p.c.).
(5) ÔÜ©± ³©ª© ®¶¢®
(6) ~Ýª©ZÔ ®¶¢®©± ³©®
Next, I consider a number of diagnostics (co-ordination, fragment
answers etc.) that suggest that the   Í > - Þ 
behaves as one constituent. I connect this to mismatches such as (i)
between the number of the nominative DP within the DC and agreement
on the verb (1b), (ii) the co-occurrence of the prepositional realisation of
an IO within the DC and a dative clitic, which is otherwise prohibited (2b)
etc. Further, I explore the hypothesis that the DC is in fact a projection of
the predicate (though vacated by the raised verb) which is also somehow
mixed and phasal, so that the quantified expression and the
corresponding clitic originate in the same constituent/are parts of the
same chain but Agree and get Case in separate phases. The obligatory
Def morpheme may be a spellout of the phi-features of the extra
inflectional/Case-assigning layer within the DC.
A further peculiarity to be discussed is the use of apo with DCs, which
may even make the quantified DP optional:
(7) ß±¶®±  ~®©Zª©®³®¶¶«
~®
I put forth the hypothesis that apo is the spellout of an abstract head
denoting the intended relation between the two parts of the DC (possibly
possession or part-whole etc.). It is interesting how the acceptability of
the DC decreases when the predicate lacks a resultant state or when no
such interpretation can be coerced/accommodated (e.g. certain activities
and semelfactives). In such cases, apo seems to improve the
grammaticality of the sentence, which presumably indicates that the DC
must be a projection of/containing a result state. Furthermore, specific
indefinite readings are excluded with apo.
(8) $±¢ ?? () ¤ ¬¦  ®© (on the ability reading)
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Bilingualism in challenging contexts: clinical populations
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Cultural and linguistic diversity among the childhood population is
widespread and growing in Greece and in many other countries. Though
children growing up with more than one language have been shown to
exhibit advantages compared to monolingual children in the development
of cognitive and learning abilities, for children growing up in challenging
contexts as well as for children with neurodevelopmental disorders, the
advantages associated with bilingualism and multilingualism are
considerably underexplored and sometimes difficult to find. The proposed
symposium aims to address aspects of this research question by presenting
evidence from typically-developing children, children growing up in
challenging contexts and children diagnosed with neurodevelopmental
disorders. The first talk aims to explore how the complex dynamics of
social, economic and geographical contexts affect the delivery of quality
multilingual education in India. Two talks in the symposium will focus on
the cognitive and language phenotype of bilingual children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD) and Developmental Language Disorder (DLD),
and the ways bilingualism may attenuate ASD- and DLD-related effects in
            #      
meta-representational (theory-of-mind) reasoning skills. The last talk
focuses on the effect of bilingualism on typically-     
referential production and comprehension abilities, and the way the latter
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Introduction. Bilingualism and multilingualism have revealed cognitive
advantages and enhanced learning skills in children raised in western
societies (e.g., Bialystok & Viswanathan 2009). Multilingualism is the
norm in India. Reports from developing countries suggest that 221
million children are educated in a language they do not speak at home.
Biliteracy has been shown to contribute positively to cognitive and
language abilities in bilingual children with varied socio-economic status
with the strongest cognitive advantage found in the group with good
literacy skills in both the mother- tongue (MT) and the L2 (Dosi,
Papadopoulou & Tsimpli 2016). MT literacy for children attending
schooling in their L2 has revealed benefits in working memory (SkutnabbKangas, 2000). However, it is still unclear whether social, geographical
and educational factors affect the cognitive abilities of bilingual children
who grow up in underprivileged contexts. Focusing on the comparison
between children from urban slums with those from urban non-slum
areas, which are nevertheless low SES, and children from different
mediums of instruction (English, Hindi, English/Hindi), the current study
aims to disentangle the effects of social and educational factors from
language experience (multilingualism) in the evaluation of cognitive
abilities in primary school children in India. As it is an ongoing large-scale
study, the present paper focuses on the relationship between cognitive
abilities in relation to the slum/non-slum distinction and different
mediums of instruction.
Method. 395 bi/multilingual children with low SES index participated in
the study. The children were living in Delhi and attending Standard IV in

primary schools. 194 children attended schools in slum areas while 201
were from non-slum areas. When grouping the same children by medium
of instruction, 249 children were from English, 80 from Hindi, and 66
from English/Hindi medium schools. Children were administered the
      QX    #Ú #back. A background questionnaire was used to include information on
language abilities in all the languages the child knew and used on a daily
basis while testing was carried out in the school language(s).
Results & Discussion. Children in slums outperformed children in nonslum areas on the N-back (p= 0.03) and the conflict effect of the Flanker
task (accuracy) (p<0.001), suggesting a possible cognitive advantage over
and above multilingualism. A similar trend was observed with children
from different mediums of instruction with statistically significant
differences between English and Hindi (p=0.001); Hindi and Hindi/English
(p=0.05) for N-back; English and English/Hindi (p=0.002); Hindi and
English/Hindi (p=0.01) for the conflict effect on the Flanker task
(accuracy). Children in Hindi-medium schools outperform English/Hindi
and English-medium instructed children on the N-back and the Flankers.
Correlation analyses revealed a moderate correlation between the scores
X-back (r= 0.32, p<0.001). Although the majority
of the children tested had Hindi as one of the home languages, diversity
in life experience (slum vs. non- slum contexts) may contribute to the
attested cognitive differences.
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Introduction. Language comprehension requires the integration of
linguistic information from the visual input or the speech signal with
contextual and background world knowledge (Kintsch 1998). Skilled
comprehension is thus facilitated by factors such as word frequencies
and local semantic associations, but also by top-down expectations
generated from prior semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic context that
enable the comprehender to inferentially derive a coherent
interpretation of the input. Studies on the comprehension skills of
typically-developing (TD) monolingual and foreign language learners
illuminate complex and mutually-supporting relationships between
narrow language components, including phonological awareness,
vocabulary and syntactic skills, and inferential mechanisms underlying
the derivation of coherent meanings in reading comprehension (Geva
& Farnia 2012). The present study aims to address the contribution of
language to the comprehension ability of monolingual and bilingual
children
with
neurodevelopmental
disorders,
including
Developmental Language Disorder (DSD) and Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) displaying fundamental deficits in morpho-syntax and
 #    ~  #??*ÊÎ á{Ú  2006).
Methodology. Participants included two groups of 60 11-year-old,
Albanian-Greek bilingual children with DLD and ASD, 60 age-matched

monolingual children with DLD and ASD, and an equal number of agematched TD monolingual and Albanian-Greek bilingual children.
Children across groups were tested on both reading and listening
comprehension tasks. The reading comprehension test (Test of
Reading Performance in Greek; Sideridis & Padeliadu 2000) includes
four expository texts in order of ascending difficulty regarding the
subject matter, the vocabulary level, and grammatical and syntactic
complexity, while comprehension questions target textually explicit,
textually implicit and scriptually implicit comprehension skills. The
listening comprehension test (Cain & Oakhill, 1999; adapted in Greek
by Chrysohoou, 2007) includes 4 passages of ascending difficulty and
measures childr             
texts, inferencing and integration skills, interpretation of non-literal
language expressions and comprehension monitoring for
inconsistencies. All children were also assessed on language ability
and non-verbal intelligence as background measures as well as on
executive control skills.
Results & Discussion. Results show that both reading and listening
comprehension are differentially affected across monolingual and
bilingual children with DLD and ASD. Monolingual children with ASD
performed considerably more poorly than both monolingual and
bilingual children with DLD in questions that tapped onto inferencing
skills, while bilingual children with ASD outperformed their
monolingual peers with ASD. The bilingualism effect was less robust
for children with DLD whose performance differed from monolingual
children with DLD only in texts of low morphosyntactic complexity.
We consider the role of language ability as well as executive functions
of children so that we can isolate the comprehension differences
between the groups as an effect of their partly distinct language and
cognitive control impairment.
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Introduction. The present study investigates the factors that underlie
production and comprehension of referring expressions in Greek and
Italian by Greek-Italian bilingual children. By taking into account also a
number of linguistic, cognitive and input factors we aim to capture
individual differences in our sample.
Methodology. Forty Greek-Italian bilingual children (age-range: 8.0011.8, M: 9.5) living in Athens and attending a Greek-Italian bilingual
school took part in the study. Our main battery consists of the
following; i) a narrative production task (Schneider et al. 2005)

Christiane Bongartz
University of Cologne

eliciting referring expressions (REs) in Italian/Greek and; ii) two
sentence repetition tasks (SRT) tapping the syntactic representations
of the language-specific referential systems; iii) a Theory-of-Mind
task (Silent movies, Devine & Hughes 2013); iv) a reference
comprehension task: the children watched a video and had to
associate subtitles in Italian/Greek to the actions performed by a
character, choosing between two sentences that differed only in the
presence of a null vs. full noun. For the comprehension task, we
calculated the average amount of sentences containing nulls which
were shown to the child before choosing a full noun, as well as the
reaction times.
Results & Discussion. The analysis of the bilingual data from the
narration task showed that the production of ambiguous null-subject
(NS), in other words the production of underspecified forms, is
affected by different factors in each language. More specifically, in
Italian we observe an extension of the reference possibilities of NS
according to the pattern observed in Greek, which is accounted for by
traditional theories on cross- linguistic effects in bilingual language
production. In Greek, the variation in the conditions of use of NS is
motivated only by developmental effects, as operationalized by using
a ToM task. On the other hand, the production of overspecified forms
seem to be affected by cognitive factors only, since our results
              | 
of the comprehension data shows that the bilingual children had
better performance in the Italian task, which was conducted in the
language of their literacy versus the Greek task in which their
          |         
task can be explained by cognitive effects, as implemented by the use
of a cognitive flexibility task.
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Introduction. Findings from previous studies have shown that
bilingualism is associated with increased social cognition in typically
d    ~_ %''Ê= }  2009). On the other hand it
has been argued that autism entails a disturbance in ToM (BaronCohen 2000; Tager-Flusberg 2007). The available evidence suggests
that bilingualism does not hinder language development in children
  ~#=   {> } 2017). However, less is known
about Theory of Mind development in bilingual children on the
autism spectrum. The goal of the present study is to empirically test
the effects of bilingualism on ToM performance, and the possible
links between ToM and language (especially metalinguistic
awareness) in school- age bilingual children with ASD. This knowledge
is essential in order to inform childrearing, clinical and education
decisions for the growing number of children with ASD living in
bilingual environments.
Methodology. Participants included 30 bilingual children with ASD
(henceforth, ASDbi) (Mean age: 11;4), 30 monolingual children with

ASD (ASDmono), as well as monolingual and bilingual TD children
(TDmono, TDbi). Monolinguals were native speakers of Greek, while
bilinguals had Greek as their L2 with Albanian as their L1. We used a
battery of verbal ToM tasks consisted of four metarepresentational
reasoning tasks (an unexpected transfer task; two unexpected
contents tasks; two complex stories) and a non-verbal video
verification task that tapped mental state reasoning across beliefs
and perceptions. In addition, we administered language proficiency
tests (vocabulary, sentence repetition, syntactic comprehension) and
a word definition task as a measure of metalinguistic awareness.
Results. Results revealed that ASD groups performed lower than TD
peers in expressive vocabulary and word definition tasks (p<.001).
Concerning verbal ToM tasks analysis showed significant differences
between the ASDmono group which scored significantly lower than
TDmono peers (p<.033). Similarly, in the complex ToM verbal stories,
the ASDbi group scored significantly lower than their bilingual TD
peers (p=.06). In the non- verbal ToM task ASDbi children were more
accurate that their ASDmono peers on the false belief attribution
(p<.001). Metalinguistic awareness and sentence repetition best
predicted the ToM performance in ASDmono children (p<.028).
Crucially, metalinguistic awareness along with sentence repetition
and syntactic comprehension were the most significant predictor of
the bilingual group performance in the ToM task.
Discussion. In general, results revealed higher accuracy scores than
their ASDmono peers, in the complex verbal ToM and nonverbal
ToM/ false belief, respectively, thus implying bilingual advantages in
both verbal and nonverbal ToM level. Finally, findings show stronger
interactions between false belief performance and metalinguistic
awareness for bilingual children with ASD, in line with previous work
on TD bilinguals (Diaz & Farrar 2007) with ASDmono children
appearing to capitalize more on formal language abilities when
mentalizing.
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Griko,   ¢°¢±³ ¥ ´²¥ ³ ¦ ª £¬¥ ¥
¥¤¢ £¢¢¤®¥±  ³£ ª
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In this article, we present an innovative electronic database (Dicomp),
the first and only database in Greece which focuses on the
documentation and thorough analysis of dialectal compounds. The
study of Modern Greek dialectal compounds is of great significance
as: (a) compounding is one of the most expressive means of the Greek
language, already known in ancient times (see Tserepis 1902, for a
multitude of compounds in the Homeric poems); (b) Greek is the only
European language that exhibits a wide variety of compound
structures, some of which are completely unknown in other languages
(see, for instance, the Verb Verb dvandva compounds, as noted by
Ralli 2009, 2013); (c) compounding has not been a central topic in
    
     Ú   # | ´ª«¥©
(1941) dedicates few pages to compounding as compared to inflection
which occupies a considerable part of his study; (d) with the exception
of some hints in a number of theoretical works, (see, among others,
±¥-§ª¤¢³«¥ 1996; Ì±¥ 2007; Ralli 2008, 2009, 2013a,b;
Andreou 2014, etc.), there are no systematic attempts for describing
and analyzing dialectal compounds; (e) dialects are of great interest as
they contain elements that reflect the historical development of
Greek, which are absent from the standard form of the language.
Dicomp has been constructed with Drupal CMS (v.7), an open
source content management system (CMS) that is actively supported
by thousands of programmers. It offers a complete morphological
analysis of the compound structures and it includes:
1. General type information (e.g. orthographic representation of
the compound, source dialect, etc.)
2. Morphological information (e.g. grammatical category,
gender, head position, etc.)
3. Phonological information (stress position, etc.)
4. Semantic information (meaning of the compound and of its
constituent parts.) The data are drawn from the available written
sources and the oral archives of the Laboratory of Modern Greek
Dialects (LMGD) and the current number of dialectal compounds
exceeds the 10,000 entries. After the insertion of the available
linguistic material, we aspire to answer a number of important
research questions. In particular:
(a) the type of compound structures which exist in the Greek dialects;
(b) to what degree compounding in Standard Modern Greek diverges
from that of the dialects; (c) which is the dialect with the lowest
degree of compounding and why; (d) what kind of evolution has
emerged concerning the compounding process from Ancient Greek to
Modern Greek; (e) how productive is the morphological process of
compounding in Greek, as compared to that of derivation.
Last but not least, Dicomp is expected to have a crucial impact on
our cultural heritage, as it will document and, thus, will ensure the
preservation of a significant part of the rich dialectal variation of Greek,
which is currently facing an imminent danger of extinction.
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When grammar gets noisy: A comparative study of registerdriven variation
This paper accounts for the varying realizations of certain sounds by
means of a theoretical model that takes into consideration the
impact of register on phonological processing. More specifically, we
focus on (a) the realization of the high vowel /i/ in a hiatus
environment in Greek and Italian and (b) the processes of manner
dissimilation and voice assimilation that affect adjacent obstruents
in Greek and Hebrew. Our analysis is couched within the Noisy
Harmonic Grammar framework (NHG, Coetzee & Pater 2011;
Boersma & Pater 2016).
The data: In hiatus environments, the phonemic vowel /i/ in Greek
is normally realized as [i] and may contrast with the glide /j/, which
is realized as [j] or further strengthened to a fricative consonant
(e.g. Topintzi & Baltazani 2016). This contrast is demonstrated by
minimal pairs,  Ã}ó Ä ~Zó Z   Ã}óôÄ ~ZóõZ
 Ú<`_Z<Ï|Í Î  #     
distinction is difficult to notice, since /i/ may be realized as [j] or
ÃôÄ  Q öóÃ Ä} }óÃõÄZ }óÃôÄ
lea ~Ú    {   -Symeonidi 2004). Similarly, in
some Italian varieties, although the usual practice is to pronounce
    Þ      #  ÃõÄ   #
Ãõ}Ä    #   eful and/or slow speech /i/ may resist glide
formation and surface as a high vowel, namely avv[i.a]mento,
Ã }Ä  ~ + %''î, ¿Ê= Ð %''?, 88; DiPI).
Another example that instantiates the importance of register in
grammar comes from cases of manner dissimilation between two
adjacent voiceless obstruents in Greek. For instance, while in
       
    Z÷ Z
   Z  Z      Ã÷} Ä  Ã øÄ#
respectively, in highly formal contexts the faithful realizations
Ã÷} Ä  Ã øÄ      (see Fliatouras &
Anastassiadi-Symeonidi 2004; Mitsiaki 2014). Comparable variation
patterns are found in Hebrew, where sequences of consonants with
different values for [voice] may undergo assimilation in everyday
  #Ãõ ø ÄùÃõ ø Ä~Zõ  Z   ÊÃõ ø ÄùÃõ ø Ä
~Zõ  Z     ~"   ??¿, 290; see also Samokhina
2004; Dekel 2014).
The analysis: We employ NHG, an OT-based model according to
which each candidate is evaluated by a system of constraints
bearing a specific numerical weight that determines their

      
Q       
                 #  
probabi    #          #
the weight of a constraint, and consequently its impact on the
output selection, may be modified by adding noise, a numerical
value that formalizes an extra-grammatical factor  in our case,
register. We posit that, for a given input, the constraint system may
allow for two different, equally harmonic outputs to emerge (e.g.
Ã}ó ÄùÃ}óõZôÄ#
Ã   ÄùÃõ  Ä#
Ã÷} ÄùÃ÷} Ä#
Ãõ ø ÄùÃõ ø Ä            
constraints (i.e. *VV, OCP[cont], *C[avoic]C[bvoic]) on the one hand
and faithfulness constraints (i.e. IDENT[voc], IDENT[cont],
IDENT[voi]) on the other. However, if noise reflecting formal
register is added to the weight of the relevant faithfulness
constraint, the harmony value of the output that violates this

constraint ~  Ã}óõZôÄ# Ãõ  Ä# Ã÷} Ä# Ã ø Ä  
   Ê   #      ~  Ã}ó Ä# Ã   Ä#
Ã÷} Ä# Ã ø Ä         
     
selected, despite being more marked compared to the less faithful
variant.
Conclusion: The proposed analysis offers a cross-linguistic account
for different variation phenomena conditioned by register. We
maintain that, between two equally harmonic outputs, a preference
for the more faithful over the less marked one may emerge in
formal contexts, as the balance between their harmony values may
be disturbed by the addition of noise.
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Table 1: List of controls and
experimental stimuli

Original
tune
(controls)
L*+H L-!H%

L+H* L-L%

Manipulated
stimuli

The intonation of Greek wh-questions has been investigated in previous studies
(e.g. Arvaniti, et al. 2014; Gryllia et al. 2018). These studies show that Greek
wh-questions are typically uttered with one of two tunes, autosegmentally
represented as L*+H L-!H% and L+H* L-L%. The tunes differ in terms of pitch
accent (late peak L*+H vs. early peak L+H*) and boundary tone (rising !H% vs.
flat L%). Arvaniti et al. (2014) have shown that the tunes lead to different
interpretations: questions with a rising tune are interpreted primarily as
information-seeking, while questions with a flat tune, in addition to the
information-seeking interpretation, may also carry implicatures of a negative
type. However, the tunes used in Arvaniti, et al. (2014) were the prototypical
L*+H L-!H% and L+H* L-L% and this made it impossible to ascertain
whether interpretation was based on separate effects of the pitch accent and
boundary tone or on the tune as a whole. Here, we address this question by
means of four perception experiments. Participants (N = 190, c. 50 per
experiment) heard wh-questions and had to bet 0-100 ÿ on the most likely
follow-up utterance for each question. The follow-ups provided an explanation
as to whether the question was intended as information-seeking or not. Using
32 Greek wh-questions (4 from each of 8 talkers, 4 m and 4 f) as a basis, we
resynthesized F0 to obtain 128 stimuli (32 Qs  2 peak alignments  2
boundary tones), creating 4 manipulated versions of each question (Table 1).
These stimuli were used to create the four experiments (Table 2).
The results strongly support the idea that intonational meaning is
compositional (Figure 1). Stimuli with L*+H late peak accents (LPR, LPF) led to
significantly higher bets in favour of information-seeking follow-ups, indicating
that these tunes were more likely to be interpreted as information-seeking than
tunes with early peak L+H* accents (EPR, EPF). The boundary effect was strong
too: !H% rising tunes (LPR, EPR) led to bets over 50 for information-seeking followups, while L% flat tunes (LPF, EPF) consistently led to bets below 50,
independently of pitch accent. In conclusion, the findings support the notion
that accents and edge tones contribute independently to pragmatic meaning,
and showcase the suitability of the betting paradigm when seeking interpretable
results bearing on compositionality in intonation.

Table 2: Design of the four experiments

Exp.
Controls
1 L*+H L-!H%

L*+H L-!H%
L+H* L-!H%
L*+H L-L% L+H*
L-L%

2

L+H* L-L%

3

L*+H L-!H%

L+H* L-L%
L*+H L-L%
L*+H L-!H%
L+H* L-!H%

4

L+H* L-L%

Figure 1: Bets for info-seeking follow-ups; the
broken grey line shows bets at chance level.

Test Stimuli
L+H* L-!H%
L*+H L-!H%
L+H* L-L%
L*+H L-L%
L+H* L-L%
L*+H L-L%
L+H* L-!H%
L*+H L-!H%
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A cognitivist reanalysis of the encoded meaning of logical connectives
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Most mainstream research in linguistics assumes without question that the
encoded meaning of the set of expressions commonly referred to as logical
connectives can be unequivocally captured by the truth-tabular description of
the corresponding operators in propositional logic. This view has recently been
challenged on the basis of cross-linguistic data which reveals that, in some
languages, the truth-functional character of a single logical operator can be
carried by more than one words, which can in turn be used to mark semantic
distinctions that are unidentifiable from a logical point of view (Mauri 2008;
Mauri & van der Auwera 2012). In this talk, I will present an alternative
account that seeks to meet this challenge, by suggesting that the relevant
expressions should be investigated on a par with discourse connectives.
Adopting a relevance-theoretic perspective, according to which, what is
important in a psychologically plausible account of utterance interpretation is
              encodes, rather
                  ~" 
2000, 464), I will argue that logical connectives are functionally equivalent to
discourse connectives, which have been traditionally analysed as encoding
procedures within the framework. This can be attested (Assimakopoulos 2015)
both introspectively, by applying the standard relevance-theoretic tests for
procedurality (Wilson & Sperber 1993; Blakemore 2002) to logical connectives,
and on evolutionary grounds, if one accepts the proposal that both logical and
discourse connectives can be taken to have evolved for argumentation rather
than reasoning purposes (Sperber 2001; Mercier & Sperber 2017). If this is
correct, then even in languages like Modern Greek, where the relevant
  #   ~and# £ ~or  ~¢ ~if), are intuitively
considered to be purely logical, should be approached in procedural terms. In
    # 
         table may indeed
describe how to compute the truth value of the propositional compound
conjoined by a logical connective, the utterance of this connective should be
seen as activating an instruction to treat the proposition(s) it connects in a
particular way. In the particular context of Modern Greek, this procedure would
need to be general enough to allow for any further enrichment in the
interpretation of the propositional compound (as attested, for instance, in
Nikiforidou 1990; Canakis 1995; Kitis 2002) to be contextually-driven. Against
this background, and while showcasing a first approximation to a procedural
  #£~¢#\    building up on previous work
~Ú ö  { 
 %'% the position that traditional logical analysis
can and should occupy in this cognitivist picture.
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Comparative graphematics and the graphic differentiation of long and
short vowels in the early Greek alphabets
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The study of the archaic epichoric alphabets has been carried out mostly by
archaeologists and palaeographers, as shown by the undoubtedly
valuable masterpieces by Jeffery (Jeffery & Johnston 1990) and Guarducci
(1995). The nature of the palaeographic work, however, is the graphic
side of writing and thus it presents some limitations for the linguistic
analysis of the Greek scripts and their relationships as viewed from the
latter discipline. Therefore, some problematic issues derive from this
model of analysis. That is the case, for example, of the digraph <§>,
       #         
the digraphs <EI> and <OY>.
Although linguists have approached some of the issues raised by
inscriptions written in those local alphabets, the fact is that there is no
systematic study that examines the linguistic relationships among the
epichoric scripts. In this presentation, I would like to propose what such a
study would look like and take the graphic differentiation between long
and short vowels in ancient Greek in order to explore what it can offer.
This will be an exercise of comparative graphematics that will
consider the relationship between phoneme and grapheme and their
geographical distribution throughout the Greek-speaking areas
synchronically. In this way, we will be able to see clearly the different
solutions devised by the various Greek communities to represent the
sounds in their language. These can be of three types: no graphic
differentiation from a similar phoneme, the use of a digraph, or the
assignment (and sometimes creation) of a distinct grapheme.
The graphic representation of long vowels in the earliest Greek
inscriptions is the perfect example to observe how the Greek populations
used various solutions, since it is possible to see all three kinds applied to
it. Moreover, it will clearly point out the limitations of the previous
palaeographic studies, for they can only approach effectively the third
sort of solution, e.g. the emergence of a distinct grapheme such as eta or
omega.
In this presentation, I will show the graphematic data from inscriptions
dated in the 8th and 7th centuries BC for the representation of the
following sounds: /e/, /o/, /e:/, /o:/, ZQZ both primary and secondary
ZQZ and ZQZ This will reveal more complex relationships between the
different epichoric scripts and deepen the knowledge that the
palaeographic studies offer for the early stages of Greek alphabetic writing.
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Poly-procedural meaning: the case of Modern Greek marker afu
The current paper aims to explore the causal (or non-temporal) meaning of
the Modern Greek discourse marker afu in context. Curiously, afu (typically
translated in English as since) appears to have drawn less scholarly attention
in investigations of prototypical causal expression, as opposed to other
subordinating markers, such as Z or 3, recently investigated in some
detail (Kalokerinos 2004; Kitis 2006).
The rather scant regard for afu seems surprising considering the
pervasive occurrence of the marker across contexts and, therefore, the
number of opportunities it provides for linguistic investigation. However, it
also seems justified. More specifically, while the contextual behavior of afu
suggests a kind of prototypical application of the marker in discourse, at the
same time it suggests a contextual diversity that precludes a direct
identification of the meaning domain that the marker is a prototypical
exponent of. Is it strictly an exponent of the domain of cause or does it
simply border it? Overall, then, we are entitled to speak of a marker that
eludes immediate meaning classification.
The elusiveness of afu is most lucidly demonstrated by an attempt made
by Kalokerinos (2004) to name the marker causal; an attempt that proves to
be rather faltering. To be more precise, despite his initial definition of afu in
   #       ~=   %'', 56),
Þ       #   ÃÄ  
      . This description gives at best a hint about
the marker at hand, namely that it operates on the border of. If this is true,
then we cannot expect afu to be translated in English by means of a marker
that typifies causal expression, because.
This translational mismatch between afu and because is not the only
symptom of afu               |
variation in the translation of the following afu-conjunctions is an additional
case in point:
~Ü«¤ª#´²¢¢«³¢©¥¢ ¬« ª
    #~       work.
(2) MaryQß¢ ª¤¦
I dont like him.
JohnQ¸«±¢© ®¤·«ª´²¢ª¤¢«©Ê
Why do you hang out with him, afu (*since/if)     Ý
(3) MaryQÇ¸±¥©®¹¢«·¢¤¢±%¨ 
John gave up smoking after 25 years.
PeterQ!´²¢±·¢®
Afu (*since/but) he never smoked.

Against the backdrop of scant research on afu# =    ~%''   on
the causal meaning of afu as a pragmatic marker stands out as an original piece
of work that exposes its chief functions in a range of contexts: a) epistemic and
b) backgrounding. However, perceptive as it may be, his account of afu turns
out to be unnecessarily parsimonious, relying on a description of the notion of
background that is proliferated beyond necessity.
To address the challenge of a thorough and parsimonious account, the
relevance-theoretic model of meaning analysis (Sperber & Wilson 1995) is
deployed. The analysis undertaken ultimately reveals that the marker at hand
encodes procedural meaning in standard relevance- theoretic terms. However,
unlike traditional relevance-theoretic approaches linking a marker to a single
procedural function, the current one proposes that afu encodes a polyprocedural (or three-way procedural) constraint on all aspects of non-truthconditional content i.e. both implicitly and explicitly communicated content,
associated with the interpretation of the utterance containing the marker.
Moreover, it is argued that this poly-procedural constraint can be rhetorically
exploited by the speaker in the interest of convincing argumentation .
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The present study investigates the oral production of Greek heritage
language speakers (GHLSs) who belong to Greek communities of Moscow
and St. Petersburg in Russia. Heritage language speakers are generally
defined as those who are dominant in the host country language but also
speak the language of their home country as part of their cultural
heritage (Benmamoun, Montrul & Polinsky 2013; Montrul 2008, 2016;
Schmid 2011). The particular Greek language communities were selected
as they also comprise Pontic Greek speakers, which can provide insight
into the comparison between a dialect and a heritage language. The
research tools used in the study of the particular linguistic community
were: (a) an electronic background questionnaire adapted from NHLRC
(2018) for the elicitation of informants' demographic data, language
learning history, self-rated proficiency, language use, and language
learning motivational profile, and (b) a semi-structured interview
containing stimuli for elicitation of both fictional and personal narratives.
The collected oral data were recorded and transcribed (phonemic and CA
transcription methods were employed). In the preliminary stage both
quantitative and qualitative analyses were run. Descriptive statistics to
characterize the narratives in terms of word length, number of clauses per
narrative, and mean length of utterance (MLU) was used. Also, lexical
diversity was measured through a type-token ration (TTR). The initial
qualitative study focused on identifying the types of errors produced on
different levels of linguistic analysis: phonological, morphosyntactic,
lexicosemantic and pragmatic. The findings show that there is a
noticeable attrition in heritage language, a dialect dominance in certain
cases, and a link between the language profile of the informants and
their oral production levels.
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What is the linguistic profile of bilectal children in the multilingual
environment of Cyprus? In the absence of extensive experimental
databases, which could shed light on the properties of the grammar of
Cypriot Greek (CG) and at the same time establish the norms of how CG
SMG (Standard Modern Greek) bilectal speakers perform on a great variety
of linguistic tools, the attempt to address this question turns to be a
difficult task. This study investigates the performance of such bilectal
children with typical language development, ranging from 6 to 8 years of
age, on two tools of the LITMUS battery, non-word and sentence
repetition.
LITMUS stands for Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual
Settings and was developed within the COST Action IS0804 (200913).
Among many other tools (for a full discussion, see the collection of
chapters in Armon-Lotem et al. 2015), it contains a sentence repetition
task (Marinis & Armon-Lotem 2015) and a non-word repetition task
(Chiat 2015) which exist for a range of languages. We employ the CG
version of the LITMUSSRep and an adaptation of a non-word repetition
tool (CGNWRT).
The CGNWRT was administered to a total of 158 children, the
LITMUSSRep to 38. The analysis includes calculation of means, standard
deviations, medians, and cut-off points for each of the two tasks.
Moreover, an error analysis was conducted on the LITMUSSRep. Finally,
the preliminary results of a pilot study are discussed which examined the
sentence repetition skills of 10 bilectal children on the SMG version
(Chondrogianni et al. 2013).
| _X|                
phonological working memory capacity along with other language
processes. It consists of 36 non-words of various syllable size, all based
on real CG words and conforming to phonotactic rules. Participants were
asked to listen and repeat each one of the 36 NWs, one at a time and
exactly as they heard them. The CG LITMUSSRep consists of 48 stimulisentences that investigate the imitation of certain structures, both
language-independent (e.g. negation, relative clauses) and -dependent
(e.g. oti -, adjunct giati  -, subjunctive na-clauses). The
length of the stimuli-sentences varied from 3 to 12 words and from 7 to
27 syllables.
A total of 158 children (80 males/78 females) with a mean age of 7.01
years participated in the CGNWRT and 38 children (19/19, mean age
6.88) in the LITMUSSRep. Their non-verbal intelligence was measured
   _       X     Í    atrices
(RCPM; Sideridis et al. %'#          
using the European Social Survey (2010) database. Responses were
analyzed according to the scoring schemes developed (Chiat 2015;
Marinis & Armon-Lotem 2015), with additional error analysis carried out
on the LITMUSSRep: All kinds of syntactic errors (omissions,
substitutions, additions, word order errors), for both content and
    #          
  ~
  #        ¿ 
 `     
   Þ  
           ~îî#
whereas word order changes were the least frequent to occur (n=98).
Lastly, a total of 10 children (out of the above 38) also did the SMG
version of the LITMUSSRep (Chondrogianni et al. 2013). Preliminary
results support that the overall performance of this group was very low,
with children scoring a mean of 12 (SD 6.93) correct responses out of 32
(the SMG adaptation consists of 32 stimuli-sentences). Moreover, they

            
  ~ %î# `> î 

  ~mean 26.9, SD 5.68). A different pattern was also
observed on the analysis of the erroneous responses, indicating that the
most frequent type of error was that of omissions (297 omission errors out
of 631 errors that have been calculated in total). Also, function words
were slightly more likely to be omitted (155 words) than content words
(142 words).
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Heritage languages are spoken by early bilinguals, simultaneous or
sequential, whose home language is restricted because of insufficient
input. As a result, they can understand the home language and may speak
it to some degree but feel more at ease in the dominant language of their
society (Benmamoun et al. 2013). The study of heritage languages is a
relatively new field of linguistics. Even though it draws on research in first
language and language acquisition, bilingualism (as heritage speakers are a
subset of bilinguals), and language attrition there are few research
protocols or guidelines for covering the broad range of topics related to
heritage language study. The need for developing adequate research tools
for collecting data from Greek Heritage Language Speakers (GHLSs) is even
more urgent. Thus, the purpose of the present paper is to offer a research
methodology and tools for the study of GHLSs. The methodology was
applied within the project MIS 5006199 which aimed to profile the GHLSs
and collect data for the compilation of an online Greek Heritage language
corpus. In our study, we investigated 30 Greek heritage language speakers
(GHLSs) living in Russia and having Russian as their dominant language, and
30 GHLSs from the USA, with English as their dominant language. For the
elicitation of information on participants' demographic data, language
learning history, self-rated proficiency, language use, and language
learning motivational profile, an e-questionnaire was designed (based on
the questionnaires from National Heritage Language Resource Center). The
design procedure included: initial and back translation, comments by the
panel of experts, and piloting (Gavriilidou & Mitits 2016). For the collection
of oral narratives from the GHLSs, we designed a protocol, according to
which the informants were given a stimulus in the form of a short video (a
six-minute film created for research purposes by Chafe (1980) for which
they gave a running commentary, followed by elicitation prompts provided
by the interviewer to stimulate production of personal narratives.
<                  Þ 
appropriate elicitation procedures (Pavlenko 2008). The present mixedmethods study reports on how to maximize reliability, validity and
generalizability of the quantitative tool used, as well as, confirmability,
dependability and other criteria required in qualitative approaches.
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A semantic map is a way to visually represent the relationships between
meanings based on patterns of co-expression across languages
(Georgakopoulos & Polis 2018). It is plotted on the basis of crosslinguistic data and it articulates implicational hypotheses that are
considered universal as long as they are not contradicted by new
empirical evidence (Anderson 1982; Croft 2001; Haspelmath 2003). In
this talk, we address one of main pending methodological issues within
the semantic map tradition, namely the integration of the diachronic
dimension into lexical semantic maps. From a more practical point of
view, we argue for the use of complex multi-edge graphs, which can
capture directionalities in semantic change as well as diverse types of
semantic extension.
As a case study, we focus on the semantic extension of time-related
lexemes. The principle underlying our choice has been the cross-linguistic
availability of the concepts. To achieve cross-linguistic comparability, our
point of departure has been the three time-related concepts appearing in
the 200 word Swadesh-list (Swadesh 1950), i.e., DAY/DAYTIME, NIGHT
and YEAR. This method ensured also comparability with other studies
that used cross-linguistic polysemy data to measure semantic similarity
between concepts (Youn et al. 2016). The main body of the talk consists
of three parts: a synchronic, a diachronic, and a representational. In the
synchronic part, our goal is to identify the cross-linguistic polysemy
patterns attested for the three TEMPORAL concepts. In our case, the
identification of patterns relied on the language sample included in
2
CLICS (List et al. 2018; https://clics.clld.org), which is an online database
of synchronic lexical associations that provides information about 2638
distinct polysemy patterns in 1220 language varieties. Based on this
#           #
which visualizes the frequency of colexification of each meaning pair (see
Fig. 1 in the appendix; the thickness of the edges is proportional to the
frequency of polysemy patterns for the connected meanings). This map is
constructed with the help of an adapted version of the algorithm
introduced by Regier, Khetarpal & Majid (2013), and generates more
interesting implicational universals than regular colexification networks.
2
Although CLICS was designed to also facilitate work in diachronic
semantics, the tool does not contain any evolutionary paths of the
lexemes. For the diachronic section of our talk, we rely on data that we
th
collected from ancient Greek (8th c. BC-4 c. AD) and ancient Egyptian
(26th c. BC-10th c. AD). In this section, we report on attested diachronic
connections between the meanings identified in the synchronic
investigation of the first part. Then, we use these diachronic connections
to construct lexical diachronic semantic maps. In order to do so, we
resort to an enriched version of the algorithm that we used to plot the
synchronic map. This algorithm, designed for inferring oriented edges,
turns the undirected graph into a directed one.
Fig.1 shows the resulting diachronic lexical semantic map of the
TEMPORAL domain, which was plotted automatically. It is visualized with
Cytoscape (Shannon et al. 2003), which is a powerful open source solution
for network visualization and analysis. In Fig. 1, the directed arrows, which
represent directionality of change, have been added on the basis of a
diachronic analysis of the TEMPORAL concepts in ancient Greek and ancient
Egyptian. This diachronic analysis revealed, for example, that the word for
SUN came to mean DAY/DAYTIME in both languages. Note that different
representational conventions are employed in the map. The dashed lines
with arrow found for instance in the <sun, day> colexification pattern

indicate that the type of semantic extension in question is metonymy,
whereas the solid arrow found in the <season, youth> colexification
represents metaphor.
The talk concludes with a discussion on how visualization techniques
and actual semantic analysis can be combined in an instrumental and
meaningful way.
Appendix

Figure 1. A semantic map of the TEMPORAL domain with directionality of change
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The purpose of the study is to investigate the effect of High Variability
Phonetic Training (HVPT) on the perception of Greek vowels by Arabic
speakers. The participants were Egyptian Arabic adult speakers who
permanently live in Cyprus and receive Greek input mainly naturalistically.
In a previous study (Georgiou 2018), the same population of listeners
participated in a Greek vowel discrimination test (AXB; pre-test) (Best et
al. 2001) noting poor performance. In this study, listeners were trained in
the discrimination of the same L2 vowel contrasts in five training sessions
using HVPT (Rauber et al. 2011), with a post-test (similar to the pre-test)
to follow a few days after. In order to examine if listeners were able to
form robust L2 phonological categories after a period of time, we
involved all listeners in a generalization test which employed different
stimuli from those of the previous tests. The results showed that
participants improved significantly from pre- to post-test since they could
discriminate Greek vowel contrasts with a more accurate manner after
receiving training. In the generalization test, participants could maintain
in general their ability to discriminate accurately challenging L2 contrasts
even after a period of time. The findings agree with a vast number of
studies which indicate the success of HVPT in the better perception of
non-native sounds. Also, one of the most important findings was that
HVPT was effective even for listeners who were living in a linguistic
context where the L2 was dominant; by contrast, several studies (e.g.,
Iverson et al. 2012) suggest that HVPT might be ineffective for listeners
who have naturalistic access to the L2 stimuli. It is also proposed that a
naturalistic access to the L2 stimuli might have aided listeners achieve
more accurate (high) discrimination scores for challenging L2 vowel
contrasts compared to scores that were achieved in other studies (e.g.,
Kartushina et al. 2015) in which there was a non-naturalistic learning of a
foreign language (through classroom). Finally, the study draws some
important pedagogical implications. HVPT is a low-cost powerful type of
training that can be employed by schools for the learning of challenging
sounds by learners of Greek as an L2.
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In the last two decades a group of studies have aimed to discover the
               of Information
`   ~+ {+ ??*Ê } %''%Ê= %''*Ê{
Vermeulen 2012 among others). The common idea underlying these
studies is that there is a restricted set of primitive features which interact
and produce complex IS-related constructions. For example, Vallduvi and
Vilkuna (1998) claim that the interplay between [+/-contrast] and [+/rheme] generates the constructions of (contrastive) focus or (contrastive)
topicalization. Notice, however, that since the [+/- Rheme] refers to the
novelty of information (new vs. old/given), contrastive topics ([+Contrast, Rheme]) are assumed to obligatorily convey old information. On the other
hand, other studies do not exclude contrastive topics referring to new
entities; however, they do not provide a systematic discrimination
between contrastive topics, with new and old information (Neeleman &
Vermeulen 2012; Frascarelli & Hinterholzl 2007).
In the present study, I argue, through empirical data, that Greek
contrastive topics convey either new (1b) or old information (2b) (cf.
Buring 2016). Sentences containing contrastive topics are grammatically
encoded through the syntactic structure of CLLD (see Cinque 1990;
Anagnostopoulou 1994; Alexopoulou & Kolliakou 2002) and are compatible
with the information structure Reinhart (1981) suggests for these
sentences, i.e. [TOPIC [COMMENT ]].
(1) a. Pios efage ti mars?    Ý
b. [TOPIC Ti lakta
[COMMENT tin efaye I Stella]]
   #
Stella has   ~\         
 
(2) a Pios efage ti lakta?
   Ý
b. [TOPIC Ti lakta
[COMMENT tin efaye I Stella]].
   #` ~      
 
\       `      
  |  
(2010) for contrastive topicalization constructions. In (1) the contrastive
topic (a prosodic prominence is needed (cf. Buring 2016)) generates a set
of alternative speech acts (assertions) each one of them referring to a
different chocolate bar. Thus we assume that one of the generated, nonuttered, speech acts is related to the chocolate bar the question is about,
licensing the implicatures shown in the parenthesis. In (2) the contrastive
topic, through the generated non-uttered speech acts, indicates the
         
I provide a diagnostic test for the novelty of information conveyed by
   
#      ~   ~ |    stic
further supports the claims stated about the newness/givenness of topics
in (1) and (2).
(3) a. Pios efage ti (i)lakta/(ii)mars? Ø  Ý ~  Z~   Ý
  Ý
b. [TOPIC (i)ti lakta/#ti lakta,
[COMMENT I STELLA tin efaye]].
 ~  Z~   # `|<  ~   
he above data can help us understand some of the open issues in the
contrastive topic literature, such as the exclusion of contrastive topics in
the right periphery of sentences (see Frascarelli & Hinterholz 2007;
Anagnostopoulou 1994). he findings of this study suggest a system
according to which IS-features are organized and interact with each other.
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On the syllabification of ON (obstruent-nasal) clusters in Greek
Modern Greek allows numerous O(bstruent)-N(asal) clusters both wordinitially and word- medially.
(1)
Some ON clusters initially and medially in Greek
kn
ì   
 ø 
tm
ì  
ø

¼
ø   
ì

Ø Ø       # ÃÄ ÃìÄ
    ÃÄ Ã áÄ  _    
typically treat ON clusters as complex onsets (Karzi 2000; MalikoutiDrachman 2002; Kappa 2002, a.o), attributing their syllabification to Onset
Maximization requirements, given the preference of the language for open
syllables (Kappa 1997) or due to sonority requirements, which assigns rising
sonority clusters a complex onset status (Karzi 2000).
|                    
                ÃøÄ#  
             ÃøÄ#    
for the heterosyllabic sp     ÃøÄ | 
particularly pronounced when the ON cluster is only medially attested,
         Ã øÄ Þ   #    #
   Ã øÄ
In this paper, we examine native           
and seek to answer whether the available phonological analyses capture
the empirical facts. To this end, we report on the results of an
experiment, currently in progress, testing 17 ON medial clusters, namely
{p, t, k, f, v, # ó# x,  + /n/, as well as {t, k, v, # ó# z, x,  + /m/. For the
experiment, 68 disyllabic nonce words (4 words x 17 clusters) plus 17
extant filler words were recorded. The ON-inclusive words had the
    Ã+ONVs], resembling masculine nouns, and sounded
adequately native (cf. Protopapas et al. 2010). To maximize naturalness,
the forms were presented to 20 participants as extremely rare extant
Greek words. Participants first listened to each word once and then in
two different syllabification ve  # Ã+Ø+ÄÃ+Ø+Ä# 
the syllable boundary indicated by a brief, but clearly audible pause,
reflecting an onset cluster vs. heterosyllabic split, respectively. They were
then asked to select which option they preferred, without further
instructions or mention of syllabification, pointing out however that
there were no right/wrong answers. Ten seconds were devoted to each
word (presentation and task) before the next word appeared (forcedchoice task), in an attempt to induce responses both more authentic and
less obscured by traditional grammars.
Preliminary results suggest that heterosyllabic O.N syllabification is
preferred over tautosyllabic .ON one, regardless of cluster type; however,
positional considerations do matter. Context-free ON clusters like [tm], i.e.
licit both initially and medially, are more likely to be rendered tautosyllabic
in comparison to clusters limited to the medial position, such as [tn].
These findings ask us to re-evaluate the role of sonority in Greek
consonant phonotactics (also cf. Henke et al. 2012), potentially challenge
the claim that Greek largely prefers open syllables allowing for a very
limited set of medial codas (Malikouti-Drachman 2002), but also require us
to ponder over the limitations of the current study. For instance, is the
positional finding reported a real effect or an implementation of
prescriptivist grammatical rules (e.g. | consonants [placed] between
two vowels are syllabified with the second vowel, only if a Greek word
          ~|    ??'# %'#    
efforts to avoid such biases through the use of auditory nonce word
stimuli?
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In this paper, we present the preliminary findings of the research project
_X<Ø \\ ~_        Ú  |     =  
Pontic Greek speakers in the    Ï    
Cyprus. In particular, in the aftermath of the de facto partition of Cyprus in
1974, several Pontic Greek-speaking communities were relocated from
their homeland in the district of Trabzon (Black Sea region, Turkey) to the
Karpasia area in Cyprus. Hence, ever since 1974, the linguistic ecology of
the Karpasia peninsula has been undergoing several changes with the
majority of the Greek Cypriots being displaced and with the Turkish
language functioning as the formal and dominant language. However,
sociolinguistic studies have shown that the Greek language retains a
strong presence in the area with Cypriot Greek being spoken by Turkish
Cypriot Romeika speakers (Ioannidou et al. 2019) and by Greek Cypriots
who remained in some villages in Karpasia.
The arrival of Pontic-speaking communities in this area from 1976
onwards, has added to the linguistic multiplicity of the area since another
Greek linguistic variety, Pontic Greek or Romeyka (see Sitaridou 2013,
Neocleous 2018), has emerged in the area. A dynamic and multifacet
sociolinguistic context has been created where two main non-standard
varieties of the Greek language, namely Cypriot Greek and Pontic Greek
are in contact and are spoken by different groups of speakers.
Within this context, the current paper aims to (a) to identify the
grammatical features of the Pontic-speaking communities in Cyprus that
are different from the ones found in the Pontic-speaking communities in
Turkey and determine whether they are the result of change due to (i)
internal development, or (ii) language contact; (b) to explore the
sociolinguistic dimensions of Pontic Greek, investigating issues of linguistic
repertoire, language values especially in relation to Pontic Greek and
Cypriot Greek (e.g. language and identity and in- group solidarity).
Data was collected during fieldwork carried out in the area of Karpasia
in Cyprus between October and December 2018. Ethnographic methods of
data collection were employed in order to elicit data. The data collection
entailed oral interviews, including video and audio recordings of selected
social networks.
Some preliminary findings indicate that the speakers of the Ponticspeaking communities of Cyprus use many borrowings of Cypriot Greek in
phonology (e.g. palatalisation is attested in consonantglidevowel orders;
e.g. ^½     ^½  #   -syntax (e.g. Use
of en na to mark future instead of na.) and lexicon (e.g. g. ½^¾  \
 # instead of  ½¾ \ f # ½ \  instead of   \
 \     
      #        Í  
Greek and Cypriot Greek have an active role in their linguistic repertoire,
serving however different functions and being associated with separate
values.
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È®¤ ¥©  ¢¤¢¥© ¢£¬¥¥© ¢« ¥ °«¥¥ ª ¬¤ª
² ~world wide web ¥ « ³ ¤ ´ª¦ ¤¦ ¥©
¬¦© ¥ ª¨ ¢³£  ³¶±¤  ¢ª¢ ¶±¤ ¢«¢ª¥
¼ ¨ £¥ ª ¬¤ª ² ¥ « ¥© ¬ ¤¤£© ¶«·¢
©ª¢©¢³ ¥®©  ¨®©Q
i. §²¤´³ ¤¢   ¬ ±¤¤ ª¦ ª %' º¥ ¬ ¤¤£
¤¢³«·¢ ±¢ª ¬±Q¢©°¤£¢©
°¬² ³©  © ¥ ¢± ¢± ª© ¢ ¨®¥ ¤¢ ¥  ¬¤£
¨ £¥ ¥© ¬¦©    ¬ ¤¤®© ¢¬®© °¬² ³©
¤¥¨¤« ¢ª£© ²´ª© » ~¡ ¬ ¤¤ §ª¦ ¬ ¥
ß« ¥© É¢¢¥£© ¸¦©  ¥© ¾¬¢¨«© 
¸ª¤±%'
ii. Ç ¤¥£© ¥ ²¬¨ ¥ £  ±°¥ ¢ ¤¢³«·¢ ³©
¥© ®¥© ³ ¦ ¤¥ª¤±³ ± ¢ª ¬¢« ³©
¢ ¢ª¥£©~user as researcher¥¤ª ¬©¥©¬¦¥©~Beatty 2003).
¤®³©# ¥ ²¬¨ ¥ ¬³£ «#  ¤¥£© ¢« 
°¬£¢ ¥ ¢ ¬ ´£ ¥©  ª¥© ¬¦©   ¨
¢¬¨¢ « ´ ±© ¶±¢# ª «³©# ¥© ¬³£© ¨ £¥© 
¢ª¢ ¢ª³© ¶±¢ ¥© «¥£© ª § « ª£© ¥©
«©  ¤¥£© ®¨¢ ¥ ª¥  °£¢  ¦¤
¢¤®³    ¬¤  ³© ¢ ¶± ª ª« 
£©¢¤®³´ ³ ¢¦
¼ °«¥£ ª© ¥ ¬³£ « ¬«¢ ¢ ² ¢«¢
(Adolphs & Lin 2011):
i. !¤¢¦¥ ³ ¢ ¬¢«³ ª¦ ³© ¥¬£© ª² ¤®³ ª
«ª  ¢²¢ ¥ ¬³£ «  ¥ ¢°®°¥ ³
¬³¦¤¢¶¦#¢¤®³©#¢¤ª«·¢¢ ¢¨¤¢
¥©«©~corpus informed / web informed language teaching
material).
ii. È¢¦ ¥¥ ³ ª¬¢ ¤®³ ¢ ¬¢«³ ³© ¤®³ ¬
ª² ²ª ®©  ¥ ¥¢© ~discovery
learning).
À±¢³±³¢¤®³#¨¥© ²©¢£¬¥¥©¢«Q
 ¼ ¢ ¢²¥¥ ¥© °«¥¥© ª ¬¤ª ² ³© ¢ ¬¢«ª
¢¶¢¶«³¥© £ Z  ¢¦ ¥¥© ³ ²¢³ ³ ¨¦
¬ ¤¤¦~web based approach).
¶ ¼ ±¢°¥ ³ ¢¢¥¤±³ ¥© £© °«¥¥© ª
¬¤ª ² ¢ ¨®¥ ¤¢ ¥ ¨ £¥ ³ ³¤±³ ¢¤®³ ³©
¢ ¬¢«ª «© ¥© ¬ ¤¤£© ¼  ¶£
¢¥¥ ³ ² ¢ ¬¢«³ ¢¨¢ ¢« ¶±¢ ³ ¢°£©  ¥ «³
(Ooi %''Q  ³¢ª¥ ~representativeness# ¢ ¥
(currency#ª¢¥~authenticity#«³¥ (contextuality).
¬¼ ¶£ ³£©°«¥¥©ª¬¤ª²¤®³
 ª«¥© ¨¢² ¢ «ª «©  °¬¥¥© ¥©
¢´ ¤¬£© ª ¢ ¨± ¢ ¶± ~Windeatt, Hardistry &
Eastment 2007).
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  ¨¢¥± £¤ ¿;@ ~É ®¨³ ´±¢# ¢«¤  ¦  À;@
~É ´±³# ´±³ ´«¢  ¢«¨ ± ¨®¥ ¤¢°² ª©
~ª±¨ ¥¤¬£ ²© ¢©   ±¢¢©
 ®¬¬¥©®¨ª¶¢«¤±¢©~Johannson *?'Qî%¢¢Ç¬©ª
¢ ¢ ®¢ ¥  ®¬¬¥ ¢« ª «³© ³© ¢ ¤ ²¤¢ 
ª®ª¤¢®²Ôsik- (Beekes %''?Q£¤¤³«
¢ ¦© ¢  ¬¢¬©  ª±  ª £¤ ®¨ª
¥¢¥ ¢¢« ¥¤¬± ¦¢  ² ª¦ª¤
(Beekes %''?Q£¤¤³©¥ ¤¥¤« ª©#
 ª ª®¶¢  ¥ ¢°¤«³¥ ³ Z¢QZ ~ ³ ´±¶¥ ¼
 /eQZ~¥Ñ¤¢°²±³¤¢¥ ´ ±ª /i/.
§© ¢¬ ´®© ¥© ³ ±¢  ²© \*_4¨*©Y;5804 !ª©
 «¢ ¢ ¹¥´«¤ ¨ ¬²¤¢ ¤¢°² ³ ¨ ³ %'
'çQ
1.- IG XII 4,1.33 (250-200  çQ ¢  (11). 2.- IG XII 4,1.81 (200150  çQ ¢ ÃÄÃÄ (42). 3.- IG XII 4,1.82 (150-100  çQ
¢ ¢ÃÄ (33). 4.- IG XII 4,1.199 (200-'çQ¢ Ã«Ä~%
 £¤ ¶ «¢ ©  ¢© ¢ ¦¢© ¢ ¤ ¤² ¨ £ 
®´ ¥ ª ¢°¥¬¢«  « ´¢«¢  ª¥¢« ¢
¢ «³¥ ª  ¯± ¨¢ ¤©#  «© «¢  ¢²¤ ª
 ®©¹¥´«¤©~¶ ¤SEG 24: 151).
¥ ®¢ ³·¤¢¤¥©´ ¤ª©~-®¨¢³©¢°£©Q
¢¢¹´Ã¤ c.5 ] | [  c.8 
Ä¤³#¢ Ã ÄÃ¤û    
Ä¹~¬ '-12)
Ç¢¢©¤¢¢¥®©³¢¬ ´¦¥©³~Hallof, Hallof & Habicht
1998, 109-¢¤®ª~Parker & Obbink 2001, 270-%¿³© ®¢
±¬¢  ² ¤± ª  ¤¢ ¥ ª± ¨ª © ³© ±³
´¢ ¢«¢© ¢¬ ´®© ¥¤« \*_4<;@. « ¢ ¬³ ³©
 ç ¦ ®¥ ´£© ¥ ± ¥ ~Rhodes 1997, 17-18, 32)
±¤¢¤ ~ ¬¢  ¤± ¤¢ ¤¤¥ ¦©  ¢ £
°«   ¹£´¤ ~´¢© ¤¢#¢´£¤¢ #´¢® ª¢#¢ª 
ª¢®¢ ª¤ªÜ²¨¥¢¤«~Canevaro
2016, 39-*  ¢¤®ª  ´¢ª¨² ª¬ ²¢©  ª®© ª
´® ¹¥´«¤ª¤¢¢±¤¢§²¤´³¤¢ª£¤©
ª¢ ¨²¢³¹¥´¤±³~Rhodes 1997, 523).
¢«®¬¢;50 5Á0Â 0XÃ0X§¥´ ¤ª±¤©± #³©
 ¦© ª¥ «·ª  ¤¢¢¥®© ~Parker & Obbink 2001# # 
¥¤¢« ³©¤¢¢¢«ªª± ¨¢² °¥¤
ª¨³ £ª#¨\*_4©*Y;5804.
§¥«³£¤ªª¥ «°³³© £¤¢ª®¢¤¢
\*_4<;@ ±¤¢\*_4*Y;@
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The aim of the study is to examine the effect of sentential context on
lexical ambiguity resolution in monolingual speakers of Greek, specifically,
typically developing children and adults. Context processing has been
investigated mostly with single-word semantic priming paradigms;
however, natural language comprehension depends on more than
semantic relations between words. Sentential context, word frequency,
word iconicity are some of the features that can affect lexical processing
(Chen & Boland 2008). The role of these factors, however, has not been
examined in Greek developing grammars (for English see Khanna & Boland
2010).
To this aim, we systematically assessed sentence context effects in
homonym meaning activation in 40 monolingual speakers of Greek (20 per
group) using a cross-modal priming paradigm, similar to the one employed
by Andreou et al. (2009). Primes were sentences biasing the first, second,
or neither meaning of a sentence-final homonym; targets were related to
either the first or the second meaning of the homonym. The homonyms
and target items were selected with the use of two preliminary tests; one
to identify a list of 30 homonyms with a high frequency first meaning (M:
74,8%) and a low frequency second meaning (M: 38,4%) and the second
testto select the most frequently associated target words to each meaning.
Child participants were 10;4 to 11;3 years old (M:10;8, SD:0;3 | F:10, M:10)
and the adult participants were 23 to 38 years old (M:29, SD:5 | F:11, M:9).
Additionally all participants conducted a verbal working memory and an
inhibition task (Digit Backwards Recall and Nonverbal Stroop Card Sorting
Test respectively) so as to examine whether the use of sentential context
for lexical ambiguity resolution relates to age and/or cognitive processing
capacity.
Data analysis showed an effect of age in lexical ambiguity resolution
both on accuracy and response time (RT) measures. Accuracy scores for
visual word recognition were significantly higher for the high frequency
first meaning condition and major processing differences were shown
due to ambiguity and sentential context; specifically, longer RTs for
ambiguous items as opposed to control unambiguous items and faster
RTs for unbiased primes followed by sentences biasing the first meaning
and last by sentences biasing the second meaning. With regard to
        
      
adults processing of lexical ambiguity was unaffected and visual word
recognition was intact for all participants.
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£Z  ¬±¥© ¢¦  «  ¬³©   ©
¥¤¢³© ¦© ªª± ¨ª  ¬ ¤¤±# ª¦¢ ¤¢
 ¥  ³±  ¢¬± ª¶¢²¤
±¢¢¨£©½#¥¢´£¤¢ ¥ ª«¥©¥¤¨¦ ¥
´ ¥ ª ª² ¥© ¥ ² ®   ® ²
 ©±³¥¨ £® ¢ª¢¤¢± ¢«¥
§¨© ¥©  ²© «³¥© ¢« ¥  £ ±ª¥ ª
¬ª ³ ´¦ ¥© ¤¢«¢ª¥© ª ¢ ¤¶± ©
®© §ª¬®© ¥© À¶£¥© ¥© Àª£© ~ ¢¬®© ´«¢©
¦¤¤±³¢¦¥ ªª²´±¤©#
´«¢© ª ´¥² £ ª ´¢¤² £¤©#
¢ ¬¯¥¦  ¬¦¢³  ª¦ ´ ®³ ± ¼
¢¬£ ¥© ª¬¢ ¤®¥© ¢ ª ¨¢«·¢ ¤¢ ¥  ¥ ²¤¢¥
¢® ¥°¥¥ ¬³¬£´¦¬³¥©¤¤«¥¥©³³
¤¤±³# ¢ ªª¤ ¤¢ ¥ ¢¶£ ¥ ¢¥£ ¬ ±
´¥¤¦ ¢ ¢¦  ¥ ¢ £ ³ ¢¨¦ ¢¢°¢ ¬«©
¥© ¥¢ ¥© ~´³¤±· ¢ #  ¢ ¢ª¥² 
¢¤¢± ¨ ¥ ± ª corpus ³ ´¦#  ª¤®©
 ¥¬®©ª°²#¢ª ¬«¢©ª©¥¢¬®¢ª¤¶£
ª© ¥ ª¬ ¥¥ ³ ¢¬¨¦ ³ ¢¬¦ ¬³
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ª¤ ¬ §¥ ª®¨¢  ¢´®  ³ ¢ ¢ª¥¦
¢¢±¥¢  ´¥¬£¤# ª  ¤¢®¢© ¢ ±¤¶ 
¤¢¬²¢  ± ~Berman & Slobin ??µ Hickmann %'' §²¤
®¥´®©¥±ª°¥¥©¬¦© ¢« ¤ ª¤£ «
ª ¢¢«¢ ¨ ± ³© ¥ ¢¥«³¥ (Berman %''µNippold %'î¼
¢®¥ ¥© ¢ ¢ª¥£©  ¥ ¥©  ¥ ´ ± ¢«¤¢
(expository texts®³¢¥¢ª «¤¢¢¥¢«¥ ¬³¬£¬ª¢
ª£¢© ª ¢²  ¥¥ ¬ © ª¤¢¢© ¬³®©
¥¢©³¨ ¥¦¥©¬¦© ´® ¬¥¢ ¢²¥¥
 ¢ª¬¤®³ ¤®³ ¬³£© ®´ ¥© ~Berman 2007).
¡ ±¥#¥ ´ ±¢«¤¢¢««¢ ¥¤±¬¥
¢«¢ª¥#¦©¢²  ¶ ¢¤¢ ¢«© ¤®³ ª «ª
¬«¢ ¥ ¤¢±¥ ¥© ¬¦¥© ¤®³©# ¥ ¥ ³ ¤¥¦ 
²    ±¬ª ª±  ¢«¤¢ ¶ «¢ ¢ ±¤¢¥
ª± ¥¥¤¢¥¨£¢ª¨« (Nippold & Scott 2010).
¡ ± ¥ ª¥ ª ª¬¢ ¤®ª ¢¤¢² ¢«ª©# 
¨¢®©¤¢®¢©¢«¤ ¨¢± «¬¢© ¼ Berman   ª¢ ¬±¢©
¥© (Berman & Katzenberger %''µ Berman & Nir-Sagiv %''¿²¬ 
¥ ±ª°¥  ´ ¦  ¬ ¦ ´¥¬¥¤¦ 
¥ ´ ¦ ¢¤®³  «³ # ¢¦   ¨®© ¤¥¥©
ª ´¥¬£¤© ®¨ª ¥¢« ¥ ¤®¥ £ ¥«# ¥
¤ ¤£ ª ¥ ´ ² ¢¤®ª ²¢ ¥±
¥ ¢´¥¶£ ® ¥« ®# ¤ ¢ ±  ¤¢®¢©
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¥  ¬³¬£ ¦ ¤³ ¬ ¦ ¥ ´ ¦ ¢¤®³ ª¢¨«·¢
¤®¨   ¥ ¢¥«³¥ ~Berman & Verhoeven %''%µ Berman &
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On the so-called merger between the aorist and the perfect in non-finite
clauses
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My aim is to shed new light on the process of the so-called merger between
the Ancient Greek perfect and the aorist; or the process, in which the latter
tended to adopt, in Post-Classical/Early Byzantine Greek, the function of the
perfective past (or, of the aorist).
Crosslinguistically this is a common and well attested process. The process
that appears to have affected Greek, however, is often mentioned as
   Î ~??%#%*       
other European languages, the Greek perfect did not eventually replace the
      ~ #  ~Í    _  Î  #    
Ancient Greek perfect have traditionally focused on finite verb forms, leaving
aside the abundance of non-finite forms.
I provide evidence suggesting that in contrast to finite clauses, the perfect,
namely the perfect infinitive, tended in Post-Classical Greek toward replacing
the aorist infinitive in infinitive complements that convey temporal distinctions
(e.g., in declarative infinitive clauses). This evidence concerns the following
phenomena. First, the aorist infinitive, which originally conveyed anteriority in
this construction, is relatively uncommon already in Classical Greek declarative
infinitive clauses and becomes even less common in Post- Classical Greek
(Fanning 1990, 401; =! !%'¿Ê" %'*#?\   
infinitive was used in specific contexts that imply its past-orientedness (e.g., in
sequencing of anterior events). Furthermore, Post-Classical lower-register
texts display high frequencies of the perfect infinitive within declarative
infinitive clauses (Mandilaras 1973, 329; Fanning 1990, 401-401). Moreover,
the perfect rather than the aorist infinitive tends to associate with time
specifications of anterior event, at least in non-literary papyri (compare PSI
4.423 ll. 2-7, 3rd century BC, P. Sarap 90 ll. 3-4, ca AD 98-117). Another
significant phenomenon concerns Greek translations of Roman official
documents. I thus argue that the Latin perfect infinitive (which conveys
anteriority) tends to be translated with the Greek perfect infinitive (rather
than with the Greek aorist infinitive) and that this is not an instance of
bilingual interference (because in contrast to the infinitive, the Latin perfect
indicative tends to be translated with the Greek aorist indicative). My evidence
is based on the analysis of the Greek texts of Res gestae divi Augusti and
Senatus consultum de Asclepiade.
The process that appears to have affected declarative infinitive clauses, as
I suggest, can be explained as a result of the lack of the past-tense marked
(namely, the augment) in the case of the infinitive. This resulted in temporal
ambiguity of the aorist infinitive, which encoded, as I assume, the perfective
aspect. I thus adopt what appears to be the predominating modern view about
the aspectual nature of the aorist infinitive, although it may continue to be
    ~         á-Dosuna 2017, 91
and Bentein 2018, 89-90, in addition to Miller 2002, 34).
The process that appears to have affected declarative infinitive clause can
be observed in Post-Classical and Early Byzantine lower-register text. Due to
the loss of the infinitive, as I argue, it left no traces in Modern Greek.
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This paper studies the phenomenon of borrowing in relation to the
formation of figurative meanings in common loanwords recorded in
Modern Greek and Serbian, and more specifically, loan verbs bearing the
Latin suffix -aro in Greek and -ira in Serbian. Loan verbs, both in Serbian
and Greek, usually originate from Romance languages such as Italian and
French, yet, a significant number comes from English (Lampropoulou &
>   ë 2018). According to the relevant literature, loan verbs in Greek
usually receive the productive suffix -aro (À¢²¥© %''?Ê!±¥§ª¤¢³«¥ 1994; Efthymiou 2011), and respectively, in Serbian the suffixes
-ira(ti), -ova(ti) or -isa(ti) (St õ! ë & Í  ë 2008).  !±¥§ª¤¢³«¥ (1994, 200) states, the suffix -aro is indicative of loan verbs in
Modern Greek, and the same applies for -ira in Serbian. More precisely,
  { >   ë ~%'*#  total of 71 common loan
based on 
verbs ending in -aro in Modern Greek and -ira in Serbian were recorded
(Reverse Dictionary of Modern Greek , Etymological Dictionary of Modern
Greek and Velik i Ê  stranih Ê i izraza) i.e. \4+X0Ã  ± "Ä(Modern
Greek= to pilot); pilotira(ti) (Serbian) <Fr. piloter<Ital. pilotare. Taking into
account these findings, the purpose of the current study is to examine the
figurative meanings of the loan verbs ending in -aro and -ira in the two
languages, to compare them and to point out similarities and/or
differences in any occurring metaphoric or metonymic mappings (Brdar &
Brdar-# %'Ê Î 2011; Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Gibbs 1993).
For instance, \+X;]_@ Ã  ± "Ä= 1. to block, to surround, to barricade
or close off a space so that there is no possibility to escape or
communicate with a nyone 2. to stop a process or to deflect the motion of
a person or an object 3. to blot out i.e. a memory (metaphorically) (Portal
for the Greek language); blok irati = 1. to block, to make inaccessible for
security reasons 2. to deflect the motion of a person or an object (metaph.
especia lly in sports) 3. to obstruct or to impede the de velopment of a
process (also used metaphorically) (Velik i Ê  stranih Ê i izraza).
Overall, the findings show i) whether the speakers of the two language
communities activate common image schemata when they borrow words,
and ii) to what degree conceptual metaphor a nd metonymy affect this
process and, consequently, the borrowed linguistic items.
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Lack of Verbal Agreement and the Speech Act Layer
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1. Background. The Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) and the
Cartography approach (Rizzi 1997; Cinque 1999 et sequitur) offered us
new machinery for describing the left periphery of the sentence and the
interface between syntax and discourse via specialized projections. These
advancements resulted in new analyses with respect to the status and
position of Imperative Subjects (ISs) and Vocative Phrases (VocPs), as
well as agreement, based on discourse participants (see among others
Hill 2007, 2014; Stavrou 2013; Haegeman & Miyagawa 2016; Miyagawa
2017). I argue that the Speech Act Phrase (SAP) and the properties it
encodes for disco               
agreement between VocPs, ISs and DPs and the verb with respect to
number and person leading to grammatical results.
2. Facts. In (1) and (2) with a singular VocP and a verb in the plural, the
standard interpretation would be that the VocP refers to a single
Addressee, whereas the imperative refers to all of them:
(1)
(Vre) Kosta / (vre) Kostaci
fijete!
Vre Kostas.VOC.
vre Kostas.VOC.DIM.
leave.2PL.IMP.
~+ Z  Kostas, %
(2)
Cirie Kosta/
Cirie
fijete!
Mister Kostas.VOC Mister.VOC
leave.2PL.IMP
  = Z  #%
The example in (2) is ambiguous though, because of the honorific  
The plural form could be interpreted as in (1) (more than one addressees,
including the person in the vocative), or as referring to the person in the
vocative only. Descriptively, this is due to the fact that the verbal
               ~ "  {
Gilman 1960; Brown & Levinson 1987; Sifianou 1992 for some remarks
on Modern Greek).
Something similar happens in (3) and (4), where a subject normally
associated with 3rd person appears with a 1st or 2nd person verbal form,
but th         Q
(3) I õ   Z     Zi kopeles
vlepete?
The shortest.NOM/ the usual.NOM/ the girls.NOM see.2PL
> ~  ZZ  Ý
(4) I pjo kodi/
i     Z
i kopeles
 
The shortest.NOM/ the usual.NOM/ the girls.NOM try.1PL
~ ZZ   
3. Proposal. This presentation aims to account for two distinct
phenomena, namely (i) the polite/formal plural in Modern Greek and
how it is conditioned by features of the SAP marked on VocPs and (ii) the
unagreement between 3rd person elements and verbal forms
morphologically marked for 1st or 2nd person. My proposal is that the
grammaticality of such cases and the readings that arise constitute a side
effect of licensing discourse participants via the SAP. For examples like
~%#     Addressee          # \  
that the plural form is due to the specification of the VocP with respect
to the intrapersonal [i-p] feature (see Hill 2014 for discussion) and that
Agree takes place between the SAP and the verb. A similar analysis using
Agree can account for the feature mismatch in cases like (3) and (4)
where the DPs are considered 3rd person in other constructions, but
they are interpreted with respect to the Addressee(s) or the Speaker, as
in (3) and (4) respectively.
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The goal of this study is to examine the distribution of null/overt and
preverbal/postverbal subjects in Greek (Spyropoulos & Philippaki-Warburton
2001; Roussou & Tsimpli 2006, a.o.). This phenomenon is studied in the
context of the Interface Hypothesis (IH). Sorace and colleagues (Sorace &
Filiaci 2006; Tsimpli & Sorace 2006; Sorace 2011, 2012, a.o.) argue that the
phenomena that involve the integration of syntax with pragmatics may not
be fully acquirable in a second language. In particular, we test the validity of
the IH in L2 Greek by L1 Spanish, observing if the shared null subject value
enhances L2 acquisition. Competence level is also taken into account to test
if the increase of proficiency reduces the complexities at the syntaxpragmatics interface (Rothman 2009).
We administered a multiple choice task and a word order selection task in
Greek. The tasks were run with 90 subjects, 30 intermediate and 30
advanced learners and 30 native speakers of Greek. The conditions examined
were: (i) null (#overt) subjects of 1st/2nd person in non- contrastive contexts
and (ii) overt (#null) subjects of 3rd person in contrastive shift contexts in the
first task, and (iii) preverbal (#postverbal) subjects with intransitive verbs in
informational focus contexts in the second task. Test items are exemplified in
(1), (2) and (3).

(1) To savatocirjako ei/#egoi kanoi mja volta sto parko tis polis.
the weekend e/#I-nom. do-1sg.prs. a-acc. walk in.the park the-gen. city
(2) An ce i Mariai ce o Jorgos pigan sto panepistimio, o kathigitis katalave oti
aftii/#ei den parakoluthise to mathima tis filosofias.
although the-nom. Maria and the-nom. Jorgos went-3pl.pst. to.the
university, the- nom. professor realized-3sg.pst. that she-nom./#e not
attended-3sg.pst. the-acc. class the-gen. philosophy
(3) Den exis paratirisi pjos exi erthi sto parti, jafto rotas: Pjos xorevi?
O filos su lei: O Janis ce i Maria xorevun/#xorevun o Janis ce i Maria.
not have observed-2sg.prs.prf. who has come-3sg.prs.prf. to.the party,
for.this ask- 2sg.prs.: who dances-3sg.prs.? the-nom. friend yours says3sg.prs.: the-nom. Janis and the-nom. Maria dance-3pl.prs./#dance-3pl.prs.
the-nom. Janis and the-nom. Maria

The results appear in Graph 1. In the cases examined, there were no
significant differences (p>0.05) between the native and the two experimental
groups for all subject types in the Mann-Whitney test. The L2 groups did not
confront difficulties with the syntax-pragmatics interface. Therefore, the IH
was not fulfilled in the contexts examined. Neither did competence level
affect the L2 performance, since the intermediate group behaved better than
expected at the pragmatic interface.

100%
Intermediat
50%

e Advanced
Null

#Overt Overt

#Null

SV

#VS
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The moraic value of consonantal moras in Ancient Greek
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Ancient (Attic) Greek (AGr) has been analyzed  within the generative
framework at least (Kiparsky 1967, 1973, 2003; Kiparsky & Halle
1977; Sommerstein 1973; Steriade 1982, 1988; Sauzet 1989; Golston
1990, among others)  by means of both metrical structure and
contrastive relative pitch. A metrical algorithm determines the position of
the accented mora, whereas tonal constraints decide on the
distribution of tones to these metrically prominent positions. Both
syllabic and moraic trochees have been employed (e.g. Steriade 1988;
Sauzet 1989) to account for the recessive pattern, that is, the
positioning of the H tone either on the antepenultimate syllable, e.g.
H
ee àà
  NOM.SG or, if the final is long, on the
H
antepenultimate mora, e.g.  àà loo   GEN.SG `  ~?**#
for instance, offers a rule-based analysis of AGr accentuation that
employs several foot formation rules which render extrametrical both
the word-final consonant and the word-final light syllable, and build
a quantity insensitive trochee at the right edge of the word. The H is
associated to the metrically prominent syllable of such a foot:
H
(ee àà©á â. Intrametrical consonants fail to project a mora, hence a
H
VC[C]-final syllable is treated as monomoraic: ka(pa doÓk)[s]
  NOM.SG A special mora rule is independently needed to
H
explain the rightward shift of H before a VV-final syllable, i.e. Û ÛÛÛ
H
H
H
K ÛÛ ÛÛQ ee(dà à© K ¨ àà loo). Although descriptively accurate, a
major problem with `  analysis, originally pointed out by Sauzet
(1989), is the discrepancy between the quantity-insensitive footing, on
the one hand, and the quantitative sensitive aspects of the language, on
the other such as the dependence of extrametricality and the mora
rule on the moraic value of the final syllable. Here, we embrace \L &
  (2016) tonal, foot-free perspective in the analysis of the AGr
recessive pattern. A H + L tonal constellation and a boundary L- tone,
strictly limited to the end of the phonological word, together yield the
H L Lrecessive pattern, e.g.  àà lo o . We extend, however, their analysis
so that we can address certain challenges that AGr presents for
phonological theory, such as the diversity in the distribution of tones in
host+clitic constructions. Unlike final consonants, which are always
extrametrical and hence non-moraic (Steriade 1982, 1988), pre-final
ones contribute to the moraic value of the syllable they belong to
(contra to `  1988 analysis) because in both VV- and VC[C]final words the H cannot move further than the antepenultimate mora
(Law of Limitation):
(1) a.
b.

H

H

 loo

~Ô  
H
(*ka padoks)

H

kapa doks

VV#
V[C]#

The bimoraicity of the final syllable in (1b) is further supported by the
fact that it is never assigned a H tone post-lexically before an enclitic (2a),
as is the case with V- and V[C]-final words (2cd), which may even
tolerate adjacent Hs. More specifically, in enclitic environments the word
H
H
kapa doks patterns exactly like gee ààá â, with the H surfacing on the
clitic itself (2ab). We argue that this is because the final mora in both
H
L LH L Lwords is associated with the L-, e.g. kapa do k s, gee à 0 n, and hence is
not available to the enclitic H. In contrast, words ending in a light syllable
are subject to extrametricality; therefore, when a clitic is added, they are
available to host the enclitic H tone (2cd):
H

L L-

H

H

H

(2) a. kapa do k s tino s / *kapa do ks ti    V[C]#
H L LH
H
H
b. gee   n tino s / *gee  n tinos    ~NOM VV[C]#
H L L H
c. gee   na tinos
  neighbor (ACC V#
H
H
d. si ito s tinos
 
V[C]#
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|   - is a rather frequent preverb (prepositions used as verbal
prefixes); it covers a non-negligible 1,175% of all words in the Liddell-ScottJones (LSJ) Dictionary (1.388 out of 118.102 lemmata). This proportion
decreases in Modern Greek where only 0,491% of verbs (244) are prefixed by
- ~¾É# ?î%î  |               
     - in Ancient Greek and their diachronic
evolution. The main issues discussed will be the following:
a) The meanings can be divided between two basic axis: (i) the verticality,
    
 M-; (ii) the abstract malefactive meaning,
   
   N¢ - (Luraghi 2005; Revuelta 2014).
b) Its compound verbs exhibit a rather restricted and regular number of
predicate frames (quantitative and qualitative valency). My purpose in this
paper is to formalize those regular predicate frames and to establish the
syntactic and semantic connections and derivations among them from a
constructionist and cognitive point of view (Goldberg 1995; Talmy 1985).
c) The paper researches the connections between the preverb and the    ±~  %''
d) The diachronic development from Ancient Greek (satellite-framed) to
Modern Greek (mainly verb-framed) constitutes an important factor taken
into account and exhibits parallels in other languages (Mateu & Acedo}%'Ê| 1985).
e) The description of the Greek data is parallel to that provided for other
languages. There are clear similarities between the Greek system and those
of other languages like German (Dewell 2011) or English.
The data are mainly taken from a corpus made up by the following
authors (complete works, more than 2 million words): Aeschylus,
Aristophanes, Demosthenes, Euripides, Herodotus, Lysias, Plato, Sophocles,
Thucydides and Xenophon. Additional information has been taken from
other authors and periods (TLG) and from the data available in dictionaries
and lexical works (e.g. LSJ).
The final purpose of this paper is to collect and formalize all the
    - scattered in dictionaries and lexical works
and to transfer it from its present place in lexicography to the grammatical
component of the linguistic description of Greek. The preverb has to be
understood as a regular means of word formation.
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Sluicing, as originally discussed by Ross (1969) and analyzed by Merchant
(2001) more extensively, refers to wh-questions that bear unpronounced yet
meaningful syntax, as in (1):
(1) Somebody õ#\  who just left.
Assuming that the complement clause is a wh-interrogative, everything but
the wh-phrase deletes at PF (shown with strikethrough), while it remains
visible for interpretation at LF. As (1) also shows, wh-movement feeds sluicing.
As Abels (2018) points out, the strongest argument in favor of this approach to
sluicing rests on language-specific properties of p(reposition)-stranding. More
precisely, we expect p-stranding in sluicing to be unavailable in languages that
do not permit p-stranding in typical wh-questions (see the relevant
generalization in Merchant 2001: 92, (21)). It has been shown though that
while Greek does not allow p-stranding, sluicing is generally available with pstranding (see Vlachos 2012 for Greek; Sag & Nykiel 2011 for other languages
exhibiting the same pattern, and Merchant & Simpson 2012 for a response in
terms of PF-deletion). This is exhibited in (2) below:
(2) a. i Ana milai me kapjon ala dhen ksero me pjon milai i Ana me pjon
b. (?) i Ana milai me kapjon ala den ksero pjon milai i Ana me pjon
the.nom Ana talk-3sg with someone but neg know-1sg who
     \   ~   
c. Ô~ õ   \Ý     Ý
Under the PF-deletion approach, (2b) should be ungrammatical, since it
would correspond to a configuration with p-stranding, which is
independently ruled out as (2c) shows. While there have been attempts to
save the PF-deletion theory by cleaving the interactions between pstranding and sluicing on a language-specific basis (in particular, Rodrigues et
al. 2009), we show that Greek offers a definitive argument from p-stranding
against the PF-deletion theory. The alternative approach we put forward
builds on the idea that there is no PF-deletion, and therefore no
unpronounced syntax; the structure is as in (3):
(3) Idha kapjon ala dhen ksero pjon
saw-1s someone but not know-1sg who
\  #\   
The question then is how to recover from who the interpretation that
corresponds to a full sentence (who I saw). Note that such approaches have
been developed quite successfully outside the mainstream Minimalist
framework (Chomsky 1995, onwards)  see, for example, Ginzburg & Sag
(2001) and Culicover & Jackendoff (2005)  but not really within minimalism.
On the other hand, the idea that an element with predicative content may
introduce a proposition (or a set of propositions) has been argued for in the
context of sentential complementation. In particular, Moulton (2015),
following Kratzer (2006), argues that the complementizer that is a predicate
(i.e., <e, <st>>) that associates the selecting predicate with propositional
content provided by the clause it embeds, as in John thinks that Mary left. In
selectional terms, the predicate think selects that and not a proposition, at
least not directly.
Much in the spirit of taking non-propositional syntax to translate to
propositional semantics, we will argue that the syntax of a typical sluicing case
does not contain any unpronounced content, as in (3) above. We argue that
the wh-part pjon introduces propositional content, very much like
complementizers do. The crucial difference is that this propositional content is
provided by the anaphoric dependency pjon forms with its licenser namely the
indefinite pronoun kapjon. We further show that the wh-part is selected by
the predicate, hence its sensitivity to predicates compatible with whcomplements.
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Background: It is commonly assumed that children go through a
developmental stage in which the understanding of logical operators
(such as disjunctive   and conjunctive  that require access to
      #          #     
pragmatic strengthening to the basic meaning of the sentence (e.g.
Noveck 2001 and much work since). Within this view, it has been
         õ     
interpretation in two respects: a) children seem to construe disjunction
         ~        "   
which both A and B are true; Chierchia et al. 2001; Gualmini et al. 2001
a.o.), and, b) children seem to interpret disjunction conjunctively
~ õ   "       "  ÊÍ ?¿Ê
Braine & Rumain 1981; Chierchia et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2015).
The study: To date, it has not been fully resolved whether children treat
only the disjunction operator non-adultlike or exhibit a similar pattern
with the conjunction operator. Moreover, it has not been determined
what are the cognitive or/and the linguistic factors that may affect the
developmental trajectory of these two logical forms. The present study
aims to shed light on these issues by evaluating the following four
conditions regarding the acquisition of disjunction and conjunction:
(a) Testing conjunction and disjunction with the same group of
participants,
(b) Testing both conjunction and disjunction in sentences with three
conjuncts/disjuncts,
(c) Testing disjunction of indefinite NPs versus definite DPs, and
(d) Testing       õ  ~  "##  
A or "
The first    goal was to establish whether the performance of
interpretation in disjunction correlates to the performance on
conjunction. Regarding the second condition, the main objective was to
                 
(disjuncts or conjuncts) that need to be satisfied for a sentence to be
true. With respect to the third condition, the intuition behind it was that
the uniqueness presupposed by the definite article (Heims 1982) may
                 ~  He
ate an apple or an orange        
      He ate the apple or the orange   strengthens the
exclusive meaning). Finally, given that complex disjunctions have been
argued to give rise to obligatory exclusivity inferences (Spector 2014), we
investigated whether the obligatoriness of the inference would play a
role in the acquisition of the exclusive interpretation in Greek (replicating
in this respect the study by Tieu et al. 2017).
Methodology & Findings: We used an act-out and a truth value judgment
task (similar to Chierchia et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2015 and Tieu et al.
2015 among others). Preliminary results from 22 Greek monolingual
children (aged 3;6-5;6) show that there is a strong correlation between
   interpretation of   and Ê children who show non-adultlike
performance with  #         Í   
on condition (b) is lower compared to condition (a), showing a large
diversity among individuals with respect to the number of parts
(disjuncts or conjuncts) that validate the sentence in   
understanding (i.e. accepting A and B and C as true only when A and B are
true or accepting A or B or C when only A and B are true bot not C).
\                
performance significantly compared to the equivalent items with NPs.

Finally, we have found no difference as far as condition (d) is concerned,
confirming previous studies (Tieu et al. 2017) in this respect.
We propose that recent proposals (Fox 2007; Singh et al. 2015 i.a.)
according to which children differ from adults in their computation of the
irrespective sets of alternatives for disjunction can be implemented to
               õ  
well.
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The presentation explores the role of spatial metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson
1980) and motion-emotion metaphors (Zlatev et al. 2012) in the
construction of empathy within emotive talk (Bednarek 2008). The
research presented is based on a constructed corpus that draws from a
support e-forum and contains 15 written interactions between people
dealing with different psychosocial problems. The paper investigates both
the expression of emotional experience (Allowing Connection gestures)
            Ø     ~< 
Ø Í            ty (Cameron 2011). In
line with assumptions in Metaphor and Discourse studies, the focus lies on
how the metaphorical language expands and develops through use
(Cameron 2003; Deignan 2005). Adopting perspectives from Language and
Emotion studies and Metaphor Processing studies, it is shown how the
expressive function of metaphorical language (Theodoropoulou 2012;
Foolen 2012) is likely to motivate an embodied simulation of metaphor in
discourse and, through it, an empathetic reaction (Gibbs 2006; Semino
2010). Furthermore, based on findings from Empathy in Discourse
research, we examine how the adoption, adaption, and repetition of
metaphors brought to the discourse by the Other can demonstrate the
<   Ø      ~ %'
The identification of metaphorical language and its function in
empathetic discourse is based on Metaphor Led Discourse Analysis
(Cameron et al. 2009). The subsequent qualitative analysis indicated the
predominance of spatial and motion metaphors in the expression of the
emotional experience, cf. I fell into the gap, I broke into a million pieces, I
crumble, I am sinking, dragged down into this swamp, I was turned upside
down by this thing, my heart is shaking. The goal thus is to show how the
repetition and expansion of the spatial metaphors of the Other contributes
to the retelling and the reframing of their traumatic experience, so that a
    -       ~ 
2011; Ritchie 2010). Overall, the presentation addresses the broader issue
regarding the dynamics of metaphor in discourse (Gibbs & Cameron 2008).
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This paper explores the properties of the Standard Greek
       
Greek particle taha ~ÃÄ# 
the differences in its semantic and pragmatic properties
varieties of Greek in question from a relevance-theoretic
Standard Greek taha      Z     
2001), but Cypriot Greek taha has different properties:

and Cypriot
   
in the two
perspective.
 ~\  

(1) ine taxa   5  
Supposedly   
(2) lali mu taxa inda m bu kamnis
S/he says to me Î   Ý- as if (she meant it).
(3) taxa ciria en  
 #\#like, done my homework.
As is clearly indicated by the behavior of Standard Greek taha when it
is in the scope of logical operators, it is exclusively truth-conditional,
yielding procedurally an explicature of uncertainty as to the veridicality of
the propositional content (cf. Carston 2016; Wilson 2011). Data such as (2)
however indicate that Cypriot Greek taha is merely used as a pragmatic
marker of dissociation. Interestingly, in such cases taha does not cast
doubt on the veridicality of the proposition expressed (e.g., in (2) the
person mentioned did indeed talk to the speaker). It is dissociative as
regards endorsing implicatures of the proposition (i.e. taha indicates that
the speaker does not endorse the implicature that the    
inquiry after her health is genuine, etc.). At the end of the continuum from
truth-conditional to non truth-conditional taha lie cases like (3), where
taha is clearly not truth-conditional but also not dissociative; it is almost
devoid of conceptual content. This use of taha as a filler, which is
widespread among younger speakers, can be treated as a result of
bleaching of conceptual content, with whatever traces of dissociative
meaning remaining allowing taha to function as a hedging device.
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Degree modification and frequency in French and Greek
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Degree modification and frequency adverbs present many similarities in
the languages of the world as discussed in Doetjes (2007) for the French
couple beaucoup    souvent  Þ Î  # > õ
(2007) proposes that beaucoup is a degree modifier whereas souvent is
an adverb of frequency. When one compares beaucoup to its Greek
equivalent poli, one understands that this contrast does not help us a lot
towards our understanding of the data in () that show that poli has in
certain cases a frequency reading as well. Focusing on the meaning
behavior of poli and beaucoup this paper proposes that the scale with
which they are associated predicts whether these items can behave as
frequency adverbs.
At a superficial level, these modifiers behave similarly as shown in (1).
However, when used in sentences where a non-iterative meaning is at
issue (2) beaucoup behaves as a degree modifier and not as a frequency
adverb. For this reason, Doetjes (2007) proposes that beaucoup is a degree
modifier whereas souvent is an adverb of frequency.
The situation becomes more complicated when one compares the
behavior of beaucoup with its Greek equivalent poli. Although poli behaves
like beaucoup in sentences as in (1) it behaves differently in examples as in
(2) in which a non-iterative meaning is imposed on poli/beaucoup.
Moreover, Greek speakers accept both an iterative meaning as well as a
frequency meaning for poli in examples (as in 1) in which beaucoup has only
a degree meaning (Doetjes 2007).
These data show that the difference between degree vs. frequency
meanings does not help us clarify the differences in meaning between
beaucoup and poli. This paper aims to account for the abovementioned
differences between poli and beaucoup not in terms of the contrast
frequency vs. degree modification (Doetjes 2007) but in terms of the
contrast between the way beaucoup and poli construct their scale (see
Kennedy & Mc Nally (2005) on many, well and very and Gavriilidou &
Giannakidou 2016 for poli). It is argued that the modifiers poli and beaucoup
differ in that they have different degrees of sensitivity to the openness or
closeness of the scale they are associated with. Poli is not sensitive to the
structure of the scale that a gradable property uses as a basis for ordering
the objects in its domain. On the contrary, beaucoup needs to be
associated with a partially closed scale. This gives it the possibility to
combine with elements that denote a part of the scale but not the whole.
For this reason, closed ended events are predicted to be bad with
beaucoup while good with poli. For this reason, beaucoup does not like
frequency readings whereas poli does.
1. a. Sylvie va beaucoup au á
`   á
`     cinema
%\       beaucoup.
b. *Evrekse sixna ala oxi poli.
\       
\`       
%Ô<      
3. a. Il a plu beacoup.
b. Evrekse poli.
\   
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Conceptual and linguistic metaphors of romantic love in Twitter

Theodoros Xioufis
Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
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In this study, conceptual metaphors and metaphorical linguistic
expressions of romantic love in Modern Greek are investigated. The
research is based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980;
=  %''                
         ~= ?**Ê| <  %'Ê>ìVera 2015). Moreover, the source of data is the social networking service
|  ~¨® ³©¢« ¦    ® ³©¢«¢
¢ ®©        ), hence it is an analysis of naturally
produced language. The categorization of the expressions and the analysis
of the data were influenced by similar research on figurative language, in
which a corpus-based approach to metaphor and metonymy is adopted
(Deignan 2005; Stefanowitsch 2006; Tissari 2017), as well as by a
methodology that combines both inductive and deductive reasoning
(Geeraerts 2006). The results of the study give the chance to delineate the
                  |  
and to re-examine its role in emotion talk (Bednarek %''*Ê= %''Ê
Foolen 2012; Theodoropoulou 2012; Sauciuc 2013). Finally, the research
    |      
data to be employed in studies of figurative language (Li et al. 2014).
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The aim of the present study is twofold: (a) to examine linguistic and
cognitive abilities in Greek-speaking children with Developmental Dyslexia
(DD) or Specific Language Impairment (SLI), and (b) to detect whether the
performance on Sentence Repetition Task (SRT) is affected by (verbal)
working memory abilities.
Previous studies have indicated that children with SLI and DD have
normal intelligence, but lower verbal abilities, which affects their
vocabulary acquisition (Leonard 2014; Vellutino et al. 1995). Both clinical
groups face problems with the acquisition of morphosyntax (Leonard
2014; Moll et al. 2013; Breznitz & Leikin 2000); however, children with SLI
seem to have more severe problems in morphosyntax (Tallal et al. 1997).
A reliable tool for measuring morphosyntactic abilities in both clinical
groups is SRT (Moll et al. 2013; Klem et al. 2015). Apart from their lower
linguistic abilities, the verbal working memory abilities of these two
clinical groups are also problematic compared to their typically
developing peers (Gathercole & Baddeley 1990; Smith-Spark & Fisk 2007).
More recent studies investigate the impact of the cognitive abilities on
the linguistic abilities in both clinical groups (Robertson & Joanisse 2010;
Tsimpli et al. 2016; Dosi & Koutsipetsidou 2017; Dosi in press).
Thirty Greek-speaking children aged 8-10 participated in the present
study, forming three groups; (a) children (N=10) with Developmental
Dyslexia (henceforth, DD group); (b) children (N=10) with Specific
Language Impairment (henceforth, SLI group) and (c) typically developing
children (N=10; henceforth, control group). Four tests were administered
to all participants; (a) two baseline tasks testing their expressive
vocabulary (Vogindroukas et al. 2009) and their non-verbal intelligence
(Raven 2004), (b) a SRT (Stavrakaki & Tsimpli 2000); and (c) a verbal
working memory task (non-word list recall task; Chrysochoou et al. 2013).
Our results suggest that the three groups do not differ in terms of age
and their non- verbal fluid intelligence (p=.084; p=.812; respectively);
however differences are attested in their lexical knowledge, in their
morphosyntactic abilities and in their verbal working memory abilities
(p=.003; p<.001; p<.001; respectively). More specifically, in the
vocabulary task and the verbal working memory task the control group
outperformed the DD and SLI groups; whereas no differences were found
between the two clinical groups. Similarly, in the Sentence Repetition
Task, the control group outperformed both clinical groups (p<.001;
p=.005; respectively); while, the DD group scored higher than the SLI
group (p=.026). Focusing more on the errors of the two clinical groups,
they, both, faced problems with subordinate sentences including
negation (producing Z instead of min). In the SLI group more errors
were detected (e.g. use of present instead of past tenses, omission of
prepositions in prepositional phrases, omission cleft sentences, lexical
substitutions, a.o.). In terms of the second aim of the study, no
differences were found between working memory and the SRT in either
of the groups.
From our findings we may deduce that linguistic and cognitive skills are
impaired in the two clinical groups; however, the SLI group faces more
problems in morphosyntax compared to the DD group. Our findings
suggest no correlation between linguistic and cognitive skills indicating that
SRT measures language abilities rather than working memory skills.
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Introduction. Executive functions have been shown to play an important role in different
learning situations, including language acquisition and processing (Mazuka, Jincho &
Oishi 2009). Executive functions develop with age, and children with
neurodevelopmental disorders, such as Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), show
limitations in these skills (Î á???ÊÎ á{Ú %''îÊ= %'|
present study focuses on a subcomponent of inhibition, namely, proactive interference
(PI), which is about resisting memory traces that may hinder efficient information
processing. Specifically, our goal was to answer whether children with ASD and agematched typically-developing (TD) children show similar degrees of interference in
conflict conditions where previous target items subsequently become distractors.
Methodology. Participants included 11 children with ASD (Mean age: 12;2 yrs, SD: 3.4)
and 11 age-matched TD children. Children in the non-typical group met criteria for
`>         õ      -adaptive functioning
conducted by a licensed child psychiatrist and multidisciplinary groups from diagnostic
centers. To be included in the study, children with ASD had to obtain full-scale IQ
scores above 75. All the children were administered language screening tests,
including expressive vocabulary (Vogindroukas, Protopapas & Sideridis 2009) and
verbal working memory, while their verbal and performance IQs were also measured
(Greek version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Georgas et al. 2003)).
The PI task was an audiovisual word- recall test adapted from Bialystok & Feng (2009).
Children were presented with four lists of words, each including seven words
belonging to the same semantic category. Each participant was required to recall as
many word-items as s/he could after seeing and listening to the words in each list. The
first three lists included words belonging to the category of fruit, while the fourth list
included words denoting sports. Dependent measures included: (a) proportional PI
effects for Lists 2 and 3 which were calculated by subtracting the number of words
recalled on List 1 from the number of words recalled on Lists 2 and 3, and (b)
proportional PI release effects, which were assessed by subtracting the number of
words recalled on List 4 from the number of words recalled separately on Lists 1 and
3, with smaller word recall loss on List 4 (compared to Lists 1 and 3) indicating a PI
release effect.
Results. Typically-developing children have exhibited significantly greater word-recall
performance decrement in both interfering conditions, i.e. in Lists 2 and 3, than the
baseline conditions (i.e. Lists 1 and 4) than children with ASD (p = .04) who have only
exhibited a significant PI effect in List 3 (p =. 02), and a PI release effect on List 4 (p
=.04). Children with ASD scored significantly higher than their TD peers in the working
memory task (p = .024), while no significant between-group differences were
observed for expressive vocabulary and IQ scores. Stepwise regression analyses
revealed that working memory accounted for 67% and 84%, respectively, of TD and ASD
   performance variance in the PI task.
Discussion. Children with ASD exhibited smaller PI effects than the TD control group,
which suggests that children with ASD showed weaker interference to proactive
interference than did their TD peers. The results of the regression analyses suggest
 `>                      
stronger resistance to PI compared to the TD group
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Subject pronoun interpretation in Greek: (how) does it differ?
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We examine null and overt pronoun interpretation in Greek with the aim of
considering whether and how Greek differs from other null subject
 |    #       Í      
Strategy (PAS) (2002, 2005) by means of an intrasentential anaphora
resolution test where we manipulated three experimental variables:
(a) Pronoun Type which refers to the parametric choices of subject pronoun
(null and overt) in Greek and the related interpretive distinctions (i.e. topiccontinuity vs. topic-shift), (b) Pragmatic Plausibility which refers to whether
the choice of an antecedent is biased for the sentence to be pragmatically
plausible or not (for example, 5=2 X 3450_`2 4+X[>* >0X8 5>*8<£ 50`2Æ
ð >8053X3_5}X[>* ¤    º      £ Æ ð was
writing the prescription) and (c) Clause Linking Type which refers to whether
pronoun assignment is affected differently by subordination as opposed to
coordination. For the design of the experiment we used the subordinators,
*8=Æ;5=2 (when/while) and *\*4Z< (because), as well as the coordinators
;54Æ5++] (and/but). Since the causal subordinator inflicts higher scores of
attachment to the object antecedent than the temporal subordinators (see
Nieuwland & Van Berkum 2006) we expected to find clearer patterns of
interpretation preferences in coordination than in subordination. Our results
from 67 adult Greek speakers showed that Greek, unlike Spanish (see for
example Alonso-Ovalle et al. 2002), exhibits a clear division of labour
between null and overt pronouns: null pronouns clearly prefer subject
antecedents while overt pronouns object antecedents. Additionally, we
found that overt pronouns in Greek are more strongly associated with object
antecedents in the first clause than null pronouns with subject antecedents.
This finding, also attested in child data (see Papadopoulou et al. 2007), clearly
differentiates Greek from Spanish and suggests that in Greek overt pronouns
are inherently marked as [+topic-shift], while null pronouns are the default
option at grammatical level. As regards the effect of Pragmatic Plausibility
and its interaction with Pronoun Type, we found that although Pragmatic
Plausibility affected responses, interestingly, the Pronoun Type variable is still
relevant, to a certain extent, for reference assignment. With respect to
Clause Linking Type we found that the competing trends of the temporal and
causal conjuncts were verified by the results, as well as that the strong
attachment of Greek overt pronouns to object antecedents was highlighted
in structures with causal conjuncts even in the case of pragmatically biased
items. Moreover, in the coordination items the clear preference of the overt
pronoun for non-subject antecedents was transparently attested. These
results show that Greek overt pronouns have different and less ambiguous
attachment preferences than overt pronouns in Spanish, which suggests that
cross-linguistically, and specifically, within the group of null subject
languages a similar repertoire with respect to anaphoric forms (i.e. null along
with overt pronominal forms) does not lead to convergent interpretation
preferences.
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The role of consonantal environment in the phonetic realization
of Greek vowels
This is the second part of a study attempting to explain the phonetic
realization of vowels in spontaneous speech. The acoustic sample comes
from four Modern Greek dialects, which belong to both the southern and
the northern dialectal zones. In a quest to cover phonetic variation from as
many aspects as possible, this part addresses the effect of three linguistic
factors related to the local phonetic environment of vowels on their
duration and quality. The factors under examination are the consonantal
voice as well as the manner and place of articulation of consonants
adjacent to vowels. The results show a picture remarkably different from
the established one in the relevant literature. Although all of the factors
are associated with statistically significant variation, the practical
significance of this variation is quite small, something that makes
questionable the importance and prioritization of such factors in vocalic
analysis.
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Reduplication and hyper-reduplication in Greek
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We are examining a certain type of morphological reduplication and hyperreduplication in Greek. In the former case, the left end morpheme of a
word reappears once while, in the latter, more than once. Apart from the
purely morphological (hyper-)reduplication, a certain type of
morphophonological (hyper-)reduplication is also being studied, which
involves the reappearance not simply of a morpheme but of the left end
part of a morphological word that is identified with a morpheme
phonologically  but not morphologically. For both of these phenomena,
based on Raimy (2000), we are looking into the formation processes of the
structures under study, whereas, based on Kabak & Revithiadou (2009) and
Nikolou (2008), we are examining their prosodic structure. Additionally, we
are being occupied with their meaning and certain additional phonological
and morphological features, such as the existence of emphasis and the
morphophonological features of the base. Parallel to these, we are
attempting predictions as to the maximally allowed size of the
morphological and the phonological word as well as the number of
recursions that are possibly allowed at the level of the phonological word
in the Greek language. Last but not least, we are comparing the Greek
hyper-reduplication with the multiple reduplication of other languages, in
order to find similarities and differences.
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Introduction: Speech production in Down Syndrome is characterized by a high
incidence of articulation errors (Hamilton 1993; Timmins et al. 2007). Low
intelligibility is a typical pattern of their speech and remains one of the greatest
barriers for effective communication (Bunton et al. 2007). Reviews on speech
impairment in Down Syndrome have indicated a number of possible factors,
including physiological variations with effects on the size of the oral tract,
hypotonia of the muscles, phonological delay/disorder and motor
programming deficits (Hamilton 1993; Bunton et al. 2007). Controversy on the
issue of speech impairment in this population is likely to be attributed to the
limited number of studies that make use of objective measurement tools to
examine the articulation patterns of this population. In this study, we use
electropalatography (EPG) to examine abnormal articulation patterns in the
production of fricative sounds by a Greek adult speaker with Down Syndrome.
Methodology: Data was collected from a Greek adult speaker with Down
Syndrome (MB). Normative data was obtained from a Greek adult speaker
matched for chronological age (KK). Acoustic and EPG data was simultaneously
collected while the participants read a list of words containing the Greek
     ZZ# ZZ# ZZ# ZZ# Ã5Ä ÃôÄ <Í_   
examination of total amount of contact, center of gravity and centrality measure
for the fricative sounds. Variation due to vowel context, lexical stress and word
position was also examined.
Results: Results of the EPG analysis suggested important subject variability in
place of articulation and amount of tongue palate contact for the majority of
fricative sounds. Significantly more contact was evident in /s/and /z/ for
speaker KK than speaker MB (p<.001). Effect of voicing was important, as more
contact was evident for /z/ than /s/ (p<.001) Significant differences were also
found in place of articulation, with speaker KK consistently showing more
anterior productions than speaker MB (p''\     Ã5Ä
ÃôÄ#    ==             "    
palate, as well as more contact in the central region of the palate (p<.001),
suggesting the presence of more open articulations for speaker MB.
Discussion: The Greek adult with Down Syndrome showed signs of both
dysarthric and dyspraxic speech, indicating that speech impairment in Down
Syndrome results from difficulties at different levels of the speech production
process. Incomplete contact found in the majority of the fricative singletons
points to an articulatory impairment which could results from hypotonia.
Hypotonia of the tongue, which has been connected to Down Syndrome, is
typically a feature of dysarthric speech and implies problems in carrying out
the appropriate tongue movements for the target sound (Hardcastle et al.
1985). Incomplete contact is also a feature that has been reported to studies of
people with speech disfluencies (Forster & Hardcastle 1998; Wood 1995) and
indicates a breakdown in motor programming during the production of speech.
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It was revolutionary when Lakoff and Johnson first supported that metaphor is
mainly a matter of thought, and that is a matter of language only derivatively
(1980, 183), but ever since their idea was further explored and developed so
that it can now be argued that people speak metaphorically as a result of
thinking, feeling and acting metaphorically, arguments that ground Conceptual
Metaphor Theory (CMT). What is more, it has been noticed by scholars that
there is a strong connection between metaphor use and political discourse, as
metaphors are employed by politicians for a variety of different reasons,
normally serving the ultimate purpose to persuade the public (see for example
Chilton & Lakoff 1989; Lakoff 2002; Musolff 2004; Charteris-Black 2007, 2011
and 2014). In addition, Steen and his colleagues support the idea of
deliberateness in the use of metaphors, by shedding light in figurative framing
and its effect on persuasion, as well as the communicative aspect of
metaphors, which should not be ignored in the case of political discourse (e.g.
Steen 2014; Burgers et al. 2016; Boeynaems et al. 2017). Besides, defenders of
Deliberate Metaphor Theory (DMT) claim that the theory should just be seen
as an extension of CMT and not as being contradictory (Steen 2015, 71).
A recent example of deliberate use of metaphor is observed in the speech
_  Í# | #       -out
program in August 2018. The metaphors being used in the speech are
conceptual, culture specific and deeply rooted in every single mind. However,
their use is thought to be deliberate too, as the politician is cleverly triggering
                     
view. The aim of this paper is to explore the role that metaphors play in the
Í    |    #                
evaluated on the basis of the function they perform. The Greek PM is using a
variety of novel metaphors that are drawn but not limited to ancient Greek
mythology. As a result, through the persuasive power and the deliberateness
of metaphorical expressions, the financial crisis is presented as an adventure,
or even an experience, and the public is reassured o    
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The syntax of Greek psych verbs:
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Psychological verbs or psych verbs are verbs that denote an emotion or a
psychological state. What characterizes these verbs is that one of their
       <        -role of the
Experiencer remains stable, these verbs have the capacity to interchange
their syntactic structure according to the syntactic position in which the
Experiencer is realized. Several studies crosslinguistically have focused on
the role of syntactic, morphological, semantic and pragmatic factors in the
            (e.g., Belletti & Rizzi 1988;
Grimshaw 1990; Jackendoff 1990; Anagnostopoulou 1996, 1999; Arad
1998, 2002; Tantos 2005, 2006; Verhoeven 2010; Alexiadou &
\ S    2014).
In the present study, I would like to address the following questions:
x which of the factors studied so far in the bibliography do seem to
influence the syntax of Greek psych verbs;

x in what way do certain characteristics, such as the voice
morphology, the lexical aspect of the verb and the pragmatic
characteristic [+/-learned] seem to affect the choice of the syntactic
structure of the verb?
My hypothesis, based on the studies of Arad (1998, 2002) and
  {\ S   ~%'#           
of psych verbs affect their syntactic structure and its interpretation, but
that there are some other factors that seem to influence the syntax of
Greek psych verbs, as well. These factors are the morphology of the verb
and the characteristic [+/-learned] of the verb.
In order to test this hypothesis:
a) I extract specific characteristics of psych verbs from previous
studies in the form of variables with which I will attempt to describe
their semantic and syntactic behavior;
b) I register all the psych verbs, that is, all the verbs whose primary or
secondary definition denotes an emotion or a psychological situation,
in Modern Greek from three dictionaries;
c) I select a representative sample of psych verbs collected from the
dictionaries which contains a) standard psych verbs (agapo (to love)),
b) psych verbs that are spoken only at a certain dialect of Greek
(± æ (to tease)), c) psych verbs of the vernacular language
(3 æ (to like)), d) psych verbs with the characteristic [+learned]
(Å (to scoff)), and e) psych verbs belonging to the Greek slang
(æ (to troll));
d) I investigate every psych verb in relation to each of the semantic
variables extracted from the bibliography in a sample of authentic
examples of the verb in context with the corpus manager and text
analysis software Sketch Engine (https://www.sketchengine.eu/ )
(Kilgarriff et al. 2004, 2014).
The preliminary results from this study seem to confirm the claims
made in the studies    {\ S     
of the lexical aspect in the syntax of psych verbs: certain aspectual
information, such as telicity, boundedness, agentivity and change of
state in the Experiencer, can predict the syntactic structure in which the
verb takes part. Also, two other variables seem to affect the syntactic
                 
morphology and the pragmatic characteristic [+/-learned] of the verb.
Therefore, it seems that the study of Greek psych verbs needs to
consider all of these factors:
a) the aspectual characteristics, b) the morphological characteristics

and c) the pragmatic characteristics of the psych verb.
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Ironic language is frequently employed in comic strips delivering messages
varying in                  in
Greece have been around the printed press for decades mostly challenging
political, religious, ethnic and social issues and the majority of the Greek
comics brims with satire whose purpose is a humorous take on social
criticism.
Verbal irony is usually the strategy of a cartoonist whose goals range
from simply entertaining the audience to harshly criticizing a political
agenda. Since verbal irony combines with metaphor, metonymy, simile,
hyperbole and other figures (Athanasiadou & Colston 2017), the aim of
this presentation is to explore the multimodal expressions of the verbal
irony spectrum and other closely related figures such as sarcasm and satire
in comic strips regarding the Greek Referendum in July 2015.
The particular political event was selected owing to its own ironic
perspective given that on July 5th, 2015 when the Greek Prime Minister
gave the Greek people the power to decide their own (economic) fate via a
Referendum, the public vote was a resounding NO which was then
disregarded and overturned by the Greek government leading to the
acceptance of the bailout conditions proposed by the European
Commission, the International Monetary Fund and the European Central
Bank.
To this end, the methodology includes the analysis of a variety of comic
strips produced by Greek artists who published their work in the days
following the Referendum in newspapers, magazines and online. My main
interest focuses on the way the visual and the linguistic input cooperate to
make irony work in discourse since I believe that irony, as any figure after
all, is grounded on both verbal and non-verbal means in addition to cultural
aspects.
Example:

|Ø   
base on which we
can build the new
agreement.
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Introduction. The resolution of pronominal ambiguity in null subject
languages has been extensively shown to require the integration of both
syntactic and discourse knowledge (Papadopoulou et al. 2015; Sorace
2016), implying that various cognitive control resources need to work
together to achieve the highest interpretive efficiency. Bilingualism has
been linked to enhanced executive functions, mainly inhibition (Bialystok
2010; Prior 2012). The goal of the present study is to investigate the
extent to which effects of bilingual experience on inhibitory functions
mediates ambiguous pronoun resolution in a null subject language.
Specifically, we examined referential preferences and non-verbal
inhibitory control skills in typically-developing bilingual children and their
monolingual counterparts in order to look for correlations between verbal
and non-verbal abilities and differences between the groups in
ambiguous pronoun comprehension and inhibition.
MethodXlogy. Participants included 19 Armenian-Greek (Bi_Armenians;
M=10;0 yrs, SD: 1.5), 19 Albanian-Greek (Bi_Albanians; M=9;9 yrs, SD: 1.6)
and 19 age-matched TD monolingual children (Mono_Greeks; M=9;8 yrs,
SDQ¿      Þ     
home language history, current literacy and language use in both
languages. Children were administered an online ambiguous pronoun
resolution task wherein null and overt subject pronouns had to be linked to
entities/Determiner Phrases (DPs) in syntactic subject and object position
in referentially ambiguous sentences (for details see Papadopoulou et al.
%'     tial preferences and reaction times (RTs) on
matching decisions were recorded. Inhibitory skills were tested through an
on-line non-verbal spatial target location task (Treccani et al. 2009). In the
specific task, children had to locate the position of a target (X) while
ignoring a distractor stimulus (O). Distractor interference and negative
priming effects were measured in    X|    scores.
Results. Bi_Albanians and Mono_Greeks exhibited similar matching
preferences in the ambiguous pronoun resolution task, with both groups
showing strong preference towards syntactic subjects and objects in the
null and the overt pronoun condition, respectively(p<.01).On the other
hand, Bi_Armenians systematically preferred the object in the null pronoun
condition (p=.015). In the non-verbal target stimulus locating task, MonoGreek children exhibited a stronger distractor interference effect
compared to both bilingual groups (p<.05); interference effects in
monolingual children were evinced in both lower target-detection accuracy
scores (p=.01) and slower RTs (p=.01) relative to the rest of the groups.
Bi_Armenians showed a greater negative priming effect as compared to
the rest of the groups (p<.05). Linear regression analyses revealed that
inhibition accounted for 40% of the antecedent matching variance in the
null pronoun condition for Bi_Albanians (p<.05), and 37% of the variance in
the overt pronoun condition for both Bi_Armenians and Mono_Greeks (p<
.05). Also, the negative priming effect for the Bi_Armenian group
accounted for 44% of the antecedent matching variance in null pronoun
trials (p=.002).
Discussion. Monolingual and Bi_Albanian children exhibited qualitatively
similar patterns of performance in the pronoun resolution task, since both
groups tended to anchor the null subject to the DP in syntactic subject
position, while Bi_Armenians failed to distinguish between the discourse
constraints regulating the interpretation of the two types of pronoun in
Greek. In the non-verbal inhibition task, both bilingual groups showed
greater inhibitory control abilities compared to Mono_Greeks, yet
Bi_Albanians appeared to be more efficient than the rest of the groups in

suppressing interfering information. The findings in the pronoun task will
be discussed in           #in terms
              #   
biliteracy levels.
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The present study explores subtle restrictions in the derivation of Greek
deverbal adjectives formed with the suffixes simos, -menos and ¤tos.
Even though they are similar in meaning, previous research (Alexiadou
2018; Anagnostopoulou 2003; Anagnostopoulou, & Samioti 2013) has
shown that each of them cannot combine with certain verb categories.
Specifically, the suffix -simos is not compatible with causative, inchoative,
causative/ inchoative, psych and unergative verbs, the suffix -menos with
state, inchoative and unergative verbs, and the suffix ¤tos with inchoative,
unergative and psych verbs having the experiencer as subject. Thus,
formations such as treksimos, tregmenos, trextos are not acceptable in
Greek (all formed on the basis of unergative trexo  "  
number of pseudowords containing thematic violations, created by the
combination of these suffixes with verbs that are not normally combined
with (e.g. ksekino   Ã  Z    Ä  ksekinisimos,
ksekinimenos, ksekinitos) and categorical violations, created by the
combination of these suffixes with nominal instead of verbal roots (e.g.
limni [no verb] < limnisimos, limnimenos, limnitos), as well as novel
words (e.g. diigoume  Ã   Ä  diigisimos, diigimenos,
diigitos), previous psycholinguistic research has shown that processing of
thematic violations (gelasimos -
  at distinct timeframe
(Manouilidou 2007) and at distinct brain locations (Neophytou et al. 2018)
than that of categorical violations (varelimos  -Î  # 
thematic violations were strictly based on unergative verbs and their
categorial violations were based on nouns.
The current research seeks to further investigate acceptability patterns
of thematic and categorical violations using verb roots of various
categories (causative, inchoative, causative/inchoative, subject and object
experiencer verbs, state, unergative, transitive, ditransitive, perception
verbs, ditransitive), in order to bring into light subtle differences in their
derivation. An on-line acceptability task was conducted. 76 native speakers
of Greek were asked to decide whether these words are real in Greek. A
total of 501 words divided in two lists was used. The stimuli were consisted
of three categories: thematic violations (191 items), categorical violations
(131 items) and novel words (179 items). Results showed that the novel
words were more acceptable (acceptance rate: 37%), followed by words
with thematic violations (acceptance rate: 28%), and by categorical
violations (acceptance rate: 9%), confirming previous psycholinguistic
 \  #             µ  
instance, when it comes to thematic violations, for the suffix -simos the
most acceptable verb category is causative verbs (acceptance rate: 0,54%),
(e.g.: skotono    skotosimos), for -menos the most acceptable verb
category is that of subject experience psych verbs (acceptance rate:
0,47%), (e.g.: anisicho   < anisichimenos), and for -tos the most
acceptable verb category is unergative verbs (acceptance rate: 24%) (e.g.:
perpato   perpatitos). When it comes to novel words, the most
acceptable combinations were with ditransitive verbs for both -simos
(acceptance rate: 49%) and tos (acceptance rate: 35%), (e.g.: eksigo
  eksigisimos, eksigitos), whereas for menos the most acceptable
category was with transitive verbs (acceptance rate: 47%), (e.g.: diigoume
  < diigimenos). Results indicate that there is a range in the
acceptability of both thematic violations and novel words depending on
the base verb. This finding informs the current literature by showing that
acceptability rates depend on specific verb categories. Moreover, results
indicate that what was classified as violations, based on theoretical
grounds, was occasionally more acceptable than novel formations. This will

be discussed in light of current theories suggesting that verbs at the
spectrum of change of state, such as causatives, cannot be combined with
-simos (Alexiadou 2018), and state verbs, like subject experiencer
psychological verbs cannot be combined with -menos (Anagnostopoulou
2003).
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Conditional constructions are polysemous and serve a variety of
communicative purposes. The meanings they convey may extend from
purely hypothetical meanings to meanings which are closer to reality. The
aim of the present presentation is to investigate the cognitive principles
underlying two types of constructions, Course-of-events and Speech-act
conditional constructions in Modern Greek, determine how they are
viewed and conceptualized within the Cognitive Linguistics framework, and
unveil the deeper cognitive needs motivating their use.
For the purposes of the study, the framework of Mental Spaces Theory
(Fauconnier 1985, 1994) and Conceptual Integration Theory (Fauconnier &
Turner 1996, 2002) will be employed. The principal argument motivating
the present study is that in construing a conditional construction, speakers
are engaged in a mental space building process. Conditional constructions
set up alternative mental spaces, namely pairs of mental spaces that
cannot temporally and spatially overlap. The meanings of the two
alternative spaces are integrated into a separate space, known as the
blend (or blended space). It is through this blending process that meaning
elaborations of conditional constructions are motivated. The analysis is
based on authentic data retrieved from Greek corpora and dictionaries.
One of the primary functions of conditionals is to make predictions
about future events. However, conditional constructions are also used to
encode predictions about more general events and situations. In such
constructions, a factual event is conceptualized and construed as
conditional. In this case, two mental spaces are constructed, namely a
factual space and an alternative space. The factual space expresses an
event or state of affairs which always holds under specific circumstances,
whereas the alternative space refers to a scenario wherein the conditions
of the factual space are not met.
Another type of conditional discussed in the present study is speechact conditionals. Speech-act conditionals are used to establish a contextual
background for the performance of the speech-act expressed in the
apodosis. No predictive function is involved and two alternative spaces are
prompted. However, in this case, the alternative space does not refer to a
space where the speech act is not realized, nor does it refer to the content
of the speech act. The speech act will occur anyway and its content would
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receive the information or provide an answer. This motivates the
reconstrual of the speech-act as hypothetical.
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